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ABSTRACT

A WEB PERSONALIZATION ARTIFACT FOR UTILITY-SENSITIVE REVIEW
ANALYSIS

By Long Flory, Ph.D.

A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy in Business at Virginia Commonwealth University

Virginia Commonwealth University, 2015.

Major Director: Dr. Kweku-Muata Osei-Bryson, Professor, Information Systems

Online customer reviews are web content voluntarily posted by the users of a product
(e.g. camera) or service (e.g. hotel) to express their opinions about the product or service. Online
reviews are important resources for businesses and consumers. This dissertation focuses on the
important consumer concern of review utility, i.e., the helpfulness or usefulness of online
reviews to inform consumer purchase decisions. Review utility concerns consumers since not all
online reviews are useful or helpful. And, the quantity of the online reviews of a product/service
tends to be very large. Manual assessment of review utility is not only time consuming but also
information overloading. To address this issue, review helpfulness research (RHR) has become a
very active research stream dedicated to study utility-sensitive review analysis (USRA)
techniques for automating review utility assessment.

Unfortunately, prior RHR solution is inadequate. RHR researchers call for more suitable
USRA approaches. Our current research responds to this urgent call by addressing the research
problem: What is an adequate USRA approach? We address this problem by offering novel
Design Science (DS) artifacts for personalized USRA (PUSRA). Our proposed solution extends
not only RHR research but also web personalization research (WPR), which studies web-based
solutions for personalized web provision. We have evaluated the proposed solution by applying
three evaluation methods: analytical, descriptive, and experimental. The evaluations corroborate
the practical efficacy of our proposed solution.

This research contributes what we believe (1) the first DS artifacts to the knowledge body
of RHR and WPR, and (2) the first PUSRA contribution to USRA practice. Moreover, we
consider our evaluations of the proposed solution the first comprehensive assessment of USRA
solutions. In addition, this research contributes to the advancement of decision support research
and practice. The proposed solution is a web-based decision support artifact with the capability
to substantially improve accurate personalized webpage provision. Also, website designers can
apply our research solution to transform their works fundamentally. Such transformation can add
substantial value to businesses.

KEYWORDS: online review, review helpfulness, utility-sensitive review analysis, text mining,
data mining, personal and dynamic review utility analysis, web personalization,
web 2.0 technology, web-based decision support, consumer decision support

CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Online customer reviews, known as online reviews or reviews, are web content at
eCommerce websites (e.g. amazon.com) and other websites (yoopa.com). Online reviews are
voluntarily posted by the users of a product (e.g. camera, bicycle) or service (e.g. hotel,
restaurant) to express their opinions about the product or service. Figure 1 is a snapshot of the
scanner CanoScan LiDE110’s reviews at amazon.com. The review in Figure 1 receives a helpful
ratio, 520 of 527, i.e. “520 of 527 people found the following review helpful.” The helpful ratio
indicates that 527 readers of the review gave it a utility vote that answers the question, “Was this
review helpful to you?” And, 520 out of the 527 readers gave a yes (helpful) vote. The helpful
ratio determines the helpful rank of the review, which is the top most or most helpful.
Increasingly, more and more consumers use online reviews in their shopping. Figure 1 shows
that total 1939 readers have given a vote to the two top-ranked reviews.
Like the reviews at amazon.com, online reviews are valuable to businesses and
consumers. Businesses value online reviews as a business intelligence (BI) resource. Such
resource enables businesses to understand consumer purchase decision (Gilbert & Karahalios,
2010). Many firms consider online reviews valuable for business competitiveness (Chung et al.,
2005; Marshall et al., 2004). Meanwhile, a large number of consumers use online reviews to
make better purchase decisions. In general, consumers regard online reviews as trustworthy
resources (Hopkins & Sarner, 2013; Montoyo et al., 2012).
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For consumers, a central concern is review utility, i.e., the helpfulness or usefulness of a
review to inform consumers’ purchase decisions. This concern is increasingly important as it is
observed the exponential growth of online reviews (Yin et al., 2014). A product or service often
receives thousands reviews on a review website. For instance, at the time of our visit of
amazon.com, CanoScan LiDE110 had received 1369 reviews on 135 webpages. The large
quantity of online reviews has caused the problem of information overload. Especially, not all
the reviews are helpful or useful to consumers who typically want to find the useful reviews (Liu
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et al., 2012). However, manual selection of useful reviews is intractable to consumers when the
review pool is large.

In order to help consumers reduce information overload, review websites usually include
helpful ranking to list the most helpful reviews on the top. So, consumers can read the top-ranked
reviews. But, there is a serious problem with the helpful ranking, which researchers refer to as
missing vote (Liu et al., 2007); that is, many reviews do not receive enough votes because a large
number of review readers do not vote. Those reviews are placed behind the top-ranked helpful
reviews, yet potentially useful to consumers’ purchase decisions. It can be seen that low-ranked
reviews are not necessarily unhelpful (Liu et al., 2007) but the helpful ranking list suppresses
their utilities. This is an inherent problem of the helpful ranking, which needs to be addressed
(Chen & Tseng, 2011; Liu et al., 2007).

As an active research steam, review helpfulness research (RHR) is aimed at proposing
automatic approaches of utility-sensitive review analysis (USRA) that is the automatic process to
assess the utility of an online review. Prior RHR has proposed various models that can predict
the helpfulness or utility of every review on review websites. Unfortunately, the existing models
have significant weaknesses that impose a number of challenges difficult to solve. To address
them, RHR has become a hot research stream in multiple disciplines such as information systems
(IS), computer sciences, and computational linguistics. A major weakness in prior RHR is that
most RHR models do not provide personalized USRA (PUSRA) (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010; Yin
et al., 2014). PUSRA approach is needed since individual consumers have different purchase
needs. A review meeting the need of one person may not meet the needs of the others. A review
3

is helpful to one consumer may be unhelpful to the others (Moghaddam et al., 2012). For
example, the review “the cellphone has a poor camera” is useful to the consumers who need
good cellphone camera. But, that review may not helpful to those who need easy typing screen
and do not regard a good cellphone camera as an important concern.

A few researches provide personalized models for PUSRA. Still, they cannot adequately
address the personal need of consumers since prior personalized solution is still predictive
models with significant limitation (Yin et al., 2014). For instance, when a consumer choose to
read the helpful reviews predicted by a personalized model, it then uses that consumer’s choices
to predict the helpful reviews for the next person with similar demographic characteristics as that
of the first consumer. Such prediction can be a mistake since the two persons could have quite
different needs although they have similar demographic characteristics. So, the reviews useful to
the first consumer may be not helpful to the second consumer. Therefore, prior personalized
solution needs to be improved in order to provide more adequate PUSRA. And, effective
PUSRA approach calls for a web personalization (WP) artifact, which is a web-based
information system offering individual consumers with personalized helpful reviews better
meeting their needs. Currently, such a WP artifact is lacked in the literature. We attempt to fill
out this research gap by addressing the research problem: What is an effective WP artifact for
PUSRA?

To address the research problem, we propose the Interactive Utility-Sensitive Review
Analyzer (USRAnalyzer), which is an interactive WP artifact. It enables the interaction between
the USRAnalyzer and the consumer to meet personal need. Our solution is what we believe, the
4

first DS contribution for PUSRA, which is grounded on IS design science principle. Thus, this
research is an information systems research rather than a computer-science or linguistic one. The
goal of this research is to (1) contribute substantial new knowledge to DS research in general, to
RHR and WPR in particular; (2) maximize the value of online reviews to IS researchers, IS
professionals, consumers and businesses.

The structure of this INTRODUCT is as followed. Section 1.1 provides background
knowledge of online review, review helpfulness, and review helpfulness research (RHR). Section
1.2 discusses the limitations of prior RHR. Section 1.3 presents the research problem addressed
by this research. Section 1.4 outlines the contributions of our current research. Section 1.5
outlines the structure of this dissertation.

1.1 Background
This section provides the background knowledge of online reviews, review helpfulness,
and review helpfulness research (RHR). We discuss online reviews in Section 1.1.1. We
introduce review helpfulness in Section 1.1.2 and review helpfulness research (RHR) in Section
1.1.3. Section 1.1.4 presents the important roles of review helpfulness research.
1.1.1 Online Review
In IS literature, an online review refers to a product/service review given by a website
user known as reviewer who expresses his/her opinion on the product/service (Montoyo et al.,
2012; Pang et al., 2002; Terveen et al., 1997). The reviewer is generally a consumer who has
used the product/service. A professional reviewer may evaluate the product/service and post
5

his/her evaluation on the review website. Review helpfulness research (RHR) focus on the
reviews posted by the product/service users (Chen & Xie, 2008; Mudambi & Schuff, 2010). So,
our research is concerned about product- or service-users’ reviews rather than professionals’
evaluations.
Online reviews facilitate consumers who search from the opinions of the others about
certain products/services. And, online reviews have improved consumers’ purchase decisions
(Dellarocas, 2003; Duan et al., 2008; Woodcock et al., 2011). Recently, online reviews become
primary opinion sources for most consumers who believe online reviews are credible and
trustworthy (Montoyo et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2014). More and more consumers utilize online
reviews in their purchase decisions (Goh et al., 2013). Since online reviews influence consumers’
purchase decisions, firms use online reviews as business assets for competitiveness (Dellarocas,
2003; Gilbert & Karahalios, 2010; Li & Hitt, 2008). The uses of online reviews have led to better
business decisions (Narver & Slater, 1990; Park & Kim, 2009). Researches have reported
significant increase in sales revenue from using online reviews in business intelligence (Gilbert
& Karahalios, 2010; Liu et al., 2014). The eCommerces with a large number of online reviews
have experienced substantial business growth (Archak et al., 2011; Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006;
Korfiatis et al., 2012).

However, there is a very challenging issue related to the utility of online reviews to
consumer purchase decisions. This issue is known as review helpfulness or review utility (Chen
et al., 2008; Korfiatis et al., 2012; Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2001), which we discuss in section
1.1.2.
6

1.1.2 Review Helpfulness
Review helpfulness refers to the usefulness or utility of a review to consumers’ purchase
decisions. In review helpfulness research (RHR), these three terms are synonyms: review
helpfulness, review usefulness, and review utility (Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2007; Moghaddam et al.,
2010; Montoyo et al., 2012). Prior RHR involves two distinct assumptions about review utility,
which are common utility assumption and personal utility assumption. The former assumes if a
review is helpful to one consumer, it is useful to the other. The latter assumes the helpfulness of
a review differs from one consumer to another; a review helpful to one person may be not
helpful to the other. Most RHR assumes common utility (e.g. Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2011; Mudambi
& Schuff, 2010; Ngo-Ye & Sinha, 2012). So far, only a few RHR works promote personal utility
(e.g. Moghaddam et al., 2010; Montoyo et al., 2012).

In this paper, we assume personal utility since consumers usually have different purchase
needs. A review meeting one need may not satisfy a different need. Thus, a review is not
commonly useful to everybody (DeBono et al., 2003; Montoyo et al., 2012). For example,
suppose a consumer wants to buy a car and needs high engine power. The follow review is likely
helpful to that consumer: “Model xx is very powerful, accelerating faster than its peer.”
Distinctly, another consumer also wants to buy the same car but needs high gas mileage. To the
second consumer, the previous review is probability not helpful.

7

1.1.3 Review Helpfulness Research
Review helpfulness research (RHR) studies effective solutions for utility-sensitive review
analysis (USRA), i.e., the automatic process to identify helpful reviews for consumers. The
essential goal of RHR is to reduce information overload to consumers who are concerned to
review utility (Cao et al., 2011; Gilbert & Karahalios, 2010; Nassirtoussi et al., 2014). Also,
RHR addresses the inherent problem of the helpful ranking used by review websites, which
positions the most helpful reviews at the top according to the votes of review readers. Since
many readers do not vote, a large number of online reviews receive none or few vote(s). They
receive inadequate number of votes, and thus, very low helpful ranks behind tens or hundreds
helpful reviews. For example, Liu et al. (2007) find that over 70% of the reviews at amazon.com
received few or none votes. Cao et al. (2011) reported 51% of the reviews on CNETD received
no vote. Researchers generally agree that the problem in the helpful ranking is mainly caused by
the manual voting approach by which review readers may not vote.
The inherent problem in the helpful ranking suggests that the reviews receiving few or
none votes are not necessarily unhelpful. Low helpful ranks tend to skew the true values of the
corresponding reviews. Liu et al. (2007) compared manually-constructed helpful ranks with
helpful voting ranks. They found substantially gap between the two. Like Liu et al. (2007), other
researches have also concluded that helpful ranking approach suppresses useful reviews (Pang &
Lee, 2008; Ngo-Ye & Sinha, 2014). Review helpfulness research (RHR) addresses the problem
with automatic solutions for utility-sensitive review analysis (USRA) (Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2011;
Nassirtoussi et al., 2014; Ngo-Ye & Sinha, 2014).
8

In general, RHR includes the study of automatic USRA approaches. However, a few
researches include review spam detection in RHR (e.g. Cao et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011).
Review spam detection studies the fake reviews (review spams) posted by some individual to
promote or discredit a product/service or a firm. Review spams usually contain false information
harmful to consumers. USRA approaches should not use review spams. However, most RHR
researchers regard review spam detection should be a separate research stream apart from RHR
(Pang & Lee, 2008). The reason for the majority’s view relates to the focus of review spam
detection research. Although review spams threaten review helpfulness analysis they are more a
complex behavior problem outside review utility concern (Lim et al., 2010; Ott et al., 2011).
Thus, most RHR assumes online reviews are free from review spams (Cheung & Lee, 2012;
Piramuthu et al., 2012). In this paper, we agree with most RHR researchers. We consider review
spam detection is beyond the scope of our research. We assume that online reviews are free from
review spams.

1.1.4 The Important Roles of Review Helpfulness Research

To date, review helpfulness research (RHR) has played an important role in both
practices and researches associated with online reviews. RHR becomes more and more important
in meeting the needs of IS designers, IS researchers, consumers, and businesses.
First of all, RHR helps the designers of review websites replace helpful ranking with
USRA, which can help the businesses improve the understanding of their consumers (Liu, 2012;
Montoyo et al., 2012; Pang & Lee, 2008). In section 1.1.3, we discuss that the helpful ranking
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approach can inaccurately present the utility of an online review. With inaccurate helpful votes,
it is difficult for businesses to understand their customers.
Secondly, RHR contributes effective solutions USRA that is aimed to eliminate the
problems of helpful ranking and information overload simultaneously (Chen & Tseng, 2011; Liu,
2010; Pang & Lee, 2008). USRA approach can help consumers identify helpful reviews with
higher accuracy and minimum information overload comparing to the helpful ranking approach
(Chen & Tseng, 2011; Liu et al., 2007; Ngo-Ye & Sinha, 2012). As such, may researchers call
for increasing RHR effort (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2009; Moghaddam et al., 2012).
Recently, we have seen more published studies in RHR (Montoyo et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013).

Thirdly, RHR helps eCommerce vendors achieve their business objective. By
implementing effective USRA, the eCommerces can improve the accuracy of helpful review
provisions (Clemons et al., 2006). eCommerce vendors now rely on helpful ranking. However,
the resultant helpful reviews are not satisfactory to consumers (Cao et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012).
RHR is critical to help eCommerce vendors implement better solutions, and empower the
businesses with the capability to meet customers’ needs. This capability has enabled
eCommerces to draw enormous number of consumers and generate substantial business growth
(Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2009; Otterbacher, 2009). The business growth is expected to
be more significant when effective personalized utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA) is
implemented (Cao et al., 2011).

10

1.2 Limitations of Prior Review Helpfulness Research
Along with growing importance of RHR, the researchers have recognized the major
limitations of the existing research contributions. This section presents the limitations.
Particularly, we show the limitation of common utility assumption and the limitation of prior
personalized USRA solution.

The readers may recall that RHR may assume common utility or personal utility.
Common utility assumption assumes the helpfulness of a review is the same to all consumers.
Most prior research is based on common utility. Under it, the researchers have proposed various
models to predict review utility. Alternatively, personal utility assumption assumes the utility of
a review is different to different consumers.

Recently, some prominent researchers have exposed the serious limitation of the common
utility assumption. They argue that consumers do not commonly agree on the utility of a review.
In other words, a review may have different utilities to two consumers because of their needs
may not be the same (Rilof et al., 2006). Montoyo et al. (2012) call for effective approaches to
provide personalized utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA). They suggest that the analysis
should focus on individual needs, replacing common utility assumption with personal utility
assumption. The researchers suggested that most prior RHR suffered the limitation of common
utility assumption.
Assuming personal utility, several works (e.g. Montoyo et al., 2012, Cao et al., 2011)
proposed the algorithms in the attempt of personalizing review utility. Still, the solutions are
11

limited since they did not provide a web personalization (WP) artifact, the information system
automating the provision of personalized reviews. Particularly, the existing RHR solutions lack
an interactive WP artifact for suitable personalized provision of helpful reviews. The severity of
this RHR limitation is shown in the next paragraph.

WP includes two types, record-based personalization and interactive personalization
(Johar et. al., 2014; Wang & Benbasat, 2014). The former provides personalized reviews
according to the records of users’ past visits. The latter provides personalized reviews according
to users’ runtime activities. Typically, interactive personalization can better meet consumer
needs than can record-based personalization (Bhargava et al., 2007; Dong et al., 2004; Johar et
al., 2014). This is because the latter is limited to user models derived from users’ past searches.
The user models tend to limit the user need to the past. When a consumer searches for online
reviews to make his/her purchase decision, the need of the consumer is influenced by the reviews
presented to him/her. The need of the consumer may change during his/her interaction with the
review website (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000; Burton-Jones & Grange, 2013; McKinney &
Yoos, 2010). The consumer’s need changes during the review search (Eroglu et al., 2003;
Parboteeah et al., 2009). Record-based personalization cannot capture the changes while the
runtime-based web personalization can address them via the interaction between the WP artifact
and the user (Pavlou et al., 2007; Wang & Benbasat, 2009). Therefore, effective RHR solutions
need an interactive WP artifact. Otherwise, the utility of online reviews can be misrepresented
given the changes of consumer need.

12

So far, no RHR addresses the limitation of prior personalized USRA (PUSRA) approach.
There is not an interactive WP artifact for PUSRA in the literature. Our current research is
attempted to close this literature gap by answering the research problem and objectives presented
in section 1.3.

1.3 Research Problem and Objectives
As addressed in Section 1.2, utility-sensitive review analysis (USRA) needs an
interactive web personalization (IWP) artifact. In the absence of such system in the literature, we
attempt to fill the gap by addressing the research problem: What is an effective and efficient IWP
artifact that can provide personalized utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA) meeting the
changing needs of individual consumers? The issues we seek to address in this research are listed
as following:

1. What are suitable overview models for the PUSRA artifact?
2. What are suitable architectures for the PUSRA artifact?
3. What are suitable methods to identify helpful reviews meeting personal needs?
4. What are suitable evaluations to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the PUSRA
artifact?

We attempt to achieve three research objectives. First, we bring significant improvement
into review helpfulness research. Second, we contribute effective methods to web
personalization research, which can adopt our proposed methods for significant improvement.
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Third, we offer a widely-applicable interactive web personalization solution that the designers of
review websites can use to fundamentally improve their designs.

1.4 Research Contributions
Our research has made significant theoretical and practical contributions to Information
Systems (IS) discipline as well as to businesses.
Theoretical contributions: Our research answers the question, how to design an
effective and efficient PUSRA artifact for personalized utility-sensitive review analysis
(PUSRA). Our answer provides the theoretical contribution of design science (DS) that answer
how-to-do questions (Hevner et al., 2004; Hevner, 2007).
Contributions to IS Research: This research is a DS research in IS discipline; we
contribute novel and useful artifacts (PUSRA artifact and its components) to solve the unsolved
IS research problem. Our proposed artifacts address the fundamental limitations of prior review
helpfulness research (RHR). We pioneer the PUSRA artifact that will extend the existing RHR
solutions and stimulate continuous research effect in PUSRA.
Contributions to IS Practice: The proposed PUSRA artifact and its components inform
the designers of review websites about how to significantly improve the website design.
Moreover, website designers are looking for new, viable solutions to advance consumer-centric
web design (Johar et al., 2014; Wang & Benbasat, 2014). Our solution will provide valuable,
practical guidance to advance web-based, consumer-centric systems.
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Business contributions: Comparing to prior RHR solution, our proposal can better meet
consumers’ needs and improve purchase decisions. Doing so is important criterion for consumer
acceptance and satisfaction of online reviews (Ha¨ubl et al., 2000; Kohli et al., 2004; Xu et al.,
2014). Satisfied consumers more likely use review websites. Increased usages support the
success of review websites (Eroglu et al., 2003; Parboteeah et al., 2009), which in turn increases
the sales and profits of the businesses (Cenfetelli et al., 2008; Jiang et al., 2010; Johar et al.,
2014).

1.5 Dissertation Organization

The rest of this dissertation provides the following contents. Chapter 2 reviews the
literature in three research streams: (1) web-based consumer decision support research, (2) web
personalization research, and (3) review helpfulness research. Chapter 3 discusses the research
methodologies in information systems (IS) research and the methodology we use in this research.
Chapter 4 presents the overview model and architecture of our proposed PUSRA artifact.
Chapter 5 discusses the proposals of two algorithms that play the key roles in PUSRA. Chapter 6
outlines the prototype implementation of the proposed PUSRA artifact. Chapter 7 presents the
two experiments by which we evaluation the utility of our solution. Chapter 8 discusses the
implementations of the experiment findings. Chapter 9 provides the outlook of future researches.
Chapter 10 is the conclusion of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter reviews three research streams, which are closely related to our research.
We review prior research in web-based consumer decision support in section 2.1, prior web
personalization research in section 2.2, and prior review helpfulness research in section 2.3.

2.1 Web-based Consumer Decision Support Research
Web-based consumer decision support research attempts to address the factors of
effective personalized webpages. Prior research consistently concludes that webpage utility (the
helpfulness of a webpage) depends on the needs of individual consumers. There are complex
factors influencing webpage utility (Kim & Lennon, 2008; Moe, 2003). For example, product
knowledge influences individual’s evaluation about the utility of the webpages that describe
product price (Lynch & Ariely, 2000). Consumer browsing behavior affects webpage utility
(Smyth & Balfe, 2006; van Dijck, 2009). Recent research emphasizes the match between
webpage provision and consumer need. Such match is found to be a main factor of webpage
utility (Ho & Bodoff, 2014; Li et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2011).

The examples given above reflect the active effort of web-based consumer decision
support research. Thousands researches have contributed equivocal findings. And, new findings
continue coming up in the literature. It is difficult for us to provide a complete coverage of
published findings. For a good coverage of the findings most relevant to our research, this
section primarily reviews prominent IS research of web-based consumer decision support. We
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review the literature concerning two topics: (1) product webpage effectiveness, i.e., the effect of
product webpage on purchase decision (section 2.1.1); (2) personalized consumer decision
support, i.e., the impact of personalized web-based consumer decision support on user adoption
of the website (section 2.1.2).

2.1.1 Product Webpage Effectiveness
The research on the effect of product webpage commonly supports personal utility
assumption. In section 1.2, we discussed personal utility assumption; that is, a webpage useful to
one consumer may be unhelpful to the other. In general, prior research agrees that the match
between webpage provision and consumer need is the key to high webpage utility (Kuruzovich et
al., 2008; Li et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2011). However, Research findings do not agree on other
factors of webpage personalization. Here discusses the influential findings contributed by the
following researches.
Clemons et al. (2006) studies online reviews on the sales of craft beer. They found that
the same review on the Internet did not have equal effect on individual beer consumers. The
effect of a review depended on the taste of a specific consumer. The researchers suggested that
website providers should tailor online reviews to match individual tastes. Kuruzovich et al.
(2008) studied the influence of webpage on consumer web search in automotive retailing
industry. They found distinct uses of price and product webpages by different consumers. Also,
the utility of a product webpages varies with consumer Internet experience. Kuruzovich et al.
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(2008) suggested that businesses should use different web designs in order to offer personalized
product webpages.
A large number of researches studied eStore websites (e.g. DeBono et al., 2003; Jiang &
Benbasat, 2007; Haeubl & Trifts, 2000; Kohli et al., 2004). Prior research on eStore websites
particularly emphasized the individual needs of consumers. Smith et al. (2011) found that unmet
consumer need closely related to high product return. And, online consumer support was
effective when webpages met individual needs. Similarly, Li et al. (2014) found sale losses when
product webpages do not fit in individual needs. A common conclusion was that eStores should
update their websites by using web personalization systems. The updating could substantially
increase the usages of eStore websites. One-size-for-all webpages do not provide good consumer
decision support (Haeubl & Trifts, 2000; Jiang & Benbasat, 2007; Li et al., 2014; Smith et al.,
2011).
Some research investigated the factors of consumer attitude towards the use of product
webpage. Prior research stresses the accessibility of product webpage. The accessibility was
found to be a primary factor of consumer attitude towards the use of product webpage. Accessing
to needed webpages led to satisfied use experience (Clemons, 2008; Granados et al., 2012; Li et
al., 2014). According to that finding, the researchers emphasized the importance of meeting
consumer needs in web-based consumer decision support. Thus, website providers were
suggested using web personalization techniques to help individual consumers find the relevant
webpages. Without web personalization, product webpages might trigger negative consumer
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attitude towards the use of the products (Degeratu et al., 2000; Gu et al., 2012; Kuruzovich,
2008; Lynch & Ariely, 2000).
Additionally, cognitive effect on web-based consumer decision support has been studied.
Park & Kim (2008) studied cognitive effect of online reviews. They illustrated that cognitive
ability varied from person to person. Review websites should provide the reviews on the basis of
individual cognitive ability. And, a review was useful to a consumer when it aligned with the
cognitive ability of that consumer. In the same vein, other researchers found that different
consumers looked for different online reviews due to the difference in cognitive ability (Bakos,
1997; Gu et al., 2012; Oliver, 1995).

2.1.2 Personalized Consumer Decision Support
The research studying personalized consumer decision support generally agrees with the
research studying product webpage effectiveness. However, the former emphasizes cognitive
impact of web personalization (Ha¨ubl & Trifts, 2000; Ho & Bodoff, 2014; Hong et al., 2004;
Kim & Lennon, 2008; Komiak & Benbasat, 2006; Moe, 2003). Several researches offered
comprehensive comparison between different personalization approaches and valuable insights
on personalized consumer decision support. Wang & Benbasat (2014) compared two approaches:
consumer-guided and system-controlled. Consumer-guided approach accepts consumer input
with minimum control on input content. System-controlled approach provides a list of choices to
consumers who make selection form the list. Wang & Benbasat (2014) found consumer-guided
approach could better meet personal need than system-controlled approach in initial interaction
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between user and system. The webpages given by consumer-guided approach tend to be more
useful to the user than those given by system-controlled approach. Ho & Bodoff (2014) found
that purchase motivation and cognitive ability determined the effectiveness of personalized
consumer decision support. Johar et al. (2014) compared record-based and interactive web
personalization. They concluded that interactive web personalization was a better approach in
terms of consumer need and cognitive ability.
More recent researches examine cognitive and emotional outcome of personalized
consumer decision support (Parboteeah et al., 2009; Shiv & Fedorikhin, 1999; Song et al., 2008).
Lee & Benbasat (2011) and Xu et al. (2014) studied how transparency level of product webpages
influence personalized consumer decision support. They argued that the transparency needed to
be appropriate in order to satisfy consumers. Since emotion and cognition changes during websearch process, personalized consumer decision support needs to adjust webpages during the
interaction between user and system. Lee & Benbasat (2011) provided similar finding. They
emphasized the fitness of webpage to user’s emotion and cognition. Komiak & Benbasat (2006)
studies consumer acceptance of personalized consumer decision support. They found that
personalized webpages were trustworthy and useful to a consumer when the webpages were
relevant to the need of the consumer (Komiak & Benbasat, 2006).
Furthermore, Parboteeah et al., (2009) concluded that task relevance was the most
important requirement for personalized consumer decision support system. Task relevance
means the webpages meet consumer needs. Also, mood-relevance influences the effectiveness of
personalized consumer decision support. Mood-relevance means the webpages meet personal
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taste. Zhang (2000) found the importance of task relevance. The researcher illustrated that
inappropriate webpages could distract and frustrate consumers. Parboteeah et al. (2009) and
Zhang (2000) agreed that task relevance was dynamic during web search. When a webpage is
relevant to the need of a consumer, he/she accepts it. After reading the webpage, the consumer
typically changes her/his need or task relevance. Thus, personalize consumer support needs to
address the change of task relevance.

In Table 1, we present the main findings of web-based consumer decision support
research.

Table 1. Literature Review Summary (I)

Web-based Consumer Decision Support Research
Topics

Factors
web personalization
individual need

Product Webpage
Effectiveness

demographic fit
pychological fit
webpage characteristics
interactive personalization

Personalized
Consumer Support

webpage transparency
trust
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Example Researches
Kuruzovich et al. 2008;
Smith et al. 2011
Clemons et al. 2006;
DeBono et al. 2003; Jiang &
Benbasat 2007
Kuruzovich et al. 2008; Gu
et al. 2012
Park & Kim 2008; Oliver
1995
Granados et al. 2012; Li et
al. 2014
Wang & Benbasat 2014;
Johar et al. 2014
Lee & Benbasat 2011; Xu
et al. 2014
Komiak & Benbasat 2006;
Parboteeah et al. 2009

2.2 Web Personalization Research
Web personalization is a web-based information system that provides webpages adapted
to the needs of individual users. Web personalization research provides three general web
personalization approaches: record-based, interactive, or the combination of the two. In section
1.2, we briefly discussed record-based approach and interactive approach. Record-based
approach utilizes the records of users’ past web-search activities. Interactive approach mainly
relies on runtime user-system interaction. Along with studying the three approaches, web
personalization research has proposed a large number of techniques for processing user inputs
and searching relevant webpages.

In this section, we review major techniques of web

personalization research. Section 2.2.1 reviews the major techniques for input processing.
Section 2.2.2 reviews the major techniques for webpage searching.

2.2.1 Input Processing
Input processing extends user inputs in order to increase the accuracy in selecting
relevant webpages (Furnas et al., 1987; Kumar et al., 2014; Manning et al., 2008; Song et al.,
2014).In the literature, there are three types of input processing techniques, which are modelbased, lexicon-based, and feedback-based. Most research proposes model-based technique while
the smallest number of the works is feedback-based.
Model-based input processing utilizes user models derived from users’ previous websearch activities. The major work includes Billerbeck et al. (2003), Cui et al. (2003), Gao et al.
(2007), Yin et al. (2009), and Zhou et al. (2012). Recent improvement appears in Kumar et al.
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(2014) and Kacem et al. (2014). The former provided Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
methods for social bookmarking services. The methods could produce a Clustered User Interest
Profile (CUIP) model for each user. The CUIP was then used to expend user inputs to improve
web personalization. Experimental evaluation supported that the proposed methods outperformed
previous proposals. Kacem et al. (2014) proposed support vector machine (SVM) methods. They
proposed an algorithm to incorporate context information in user inputs. Tegegne & Weide
(2014) extended user queries by combining user preferences and existing knowledge. They
proposed CP-nets that could capture user needs. Hahm et al. (2014) proposed using ontology to
index engineering webpages and user models.
Early research in model-based input processing utilized search logs to produce user
models. The methods matched search logs with user inputs (e.g., Huang et al., 2003, Yin et al.,
2009). Most early research also used other information (e.g., search time) in search logs to
produce user models (e.g. Beeferman & Berger, 2000; Billerbeck et al., 2003; Cui et al., 2003;
Riezler et al., 2007). Some works built several user models for each user (Adomavicius et al.,
2005; Koren, 2010). The other researches built a single model for each user (Koren et al 2009;
Xiong et al. 2010).
Additionally, machine-learning or text-mining models are major players in input
processing. The models incorporate previously visited webpages and user inputs. The models
may evaluate the relevance of the current webpages to extend user inputs (Savoy, 2003; Shiri &
Revie, 2003). The models provide a rank for the relevance of each webpage and select the most
relevant webpages (Chang et al., 2006). Alternatively, some researchers manually constructed
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input extensions that are stored in a repository. Relevant extensions will expand user inputs
during users’ web searches (e.g. Kraaij et al., 2003; Hu et al., 2006; Natsev et al., 2007; Park &
Ramamohanarao, 2007; Turney et al., 2003). In a very different approach, Wu & Lin (2012)
proposed the WNavis model by using link mining techniques. Liu et al. (2014) extracted the
relevant terms from search results. The proposed model utilized the extracted entities to extend
user inputs. Liu et al. also used user models. The experimental evaluation supported superior
performance of the proposed solution comparing to the benchmark models.
Lexicon-based input processing utilizes synonyms and acronyms from external lexicon
resources (e.g. thesaurus.com, WordNet, and Wikipedia) to expend user inputs. Domain
knowledge may be extracted from external lexicon resources to expand user inputs (Gong et al.,
2006; Navigli & Velardi, 2005; Nguyen et al., 2008; Tan & Peng, 2008). Often, heuristic rules
are proposed to determine the similarity between user input and lexical term (Liu et al., 2004;
Song et al., 2007). Besides lexicon assistance, syntactic analysis is also used (Sun et al., 2006;
Liu et al., 2008; Song et al., 2006). In additional to online dictionaries, recent researches have
utilized Wikipedia or other user-contributed knowledge base. Such resources are combined with
anchor webpages constructed as standard webpages (Arguello et al., 2008; Kraft & Zien, 2004;
Xu et al., 2009). Riezler et al. (2007) utilized Wikipedia FAQs. More recently, researches have
been focused on user-system interaction. Evrim & McLeod (2014) utilized WordNet and domain
ontologies to identify the changes of user inputs. The proposed Context-Based Information
Analysis (CONIA) expanded user inputs with the terms from WordNet and domain ontologies.
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Segura et al. (2014) utilized Gene ontology to expand user inputs. The researchers presented that
the proposed method improved search accuracy significantly.
Feedback-based input processing provides feedback to the user-system interaction after
the user submits the input. The feedback may ask questions or give suggestions to the user who
can improve the initial input. In general, feedback-based input processing utilizes the techniques
for other two types of input processing discussed above. For example, Rattenbury & Naaman
(2009) contributed an algorithm to incorporate interactive activities during a web-search session.
Rendle (2012) proposed context-aware input processing with factorization machines. The
researcher demonstrated improved effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed solution by
comparing to prior well-known method. Liu et al. (2014) proposed a web search system called
EntEXPO. It identified key entities in user inputs and retrieved similar terms from knowledge
bases. The retrieved terms expanded user inputs. The proposed method utilized the techniques
from lexicon-based and model-based input processing.

2.2.2 Webpage Searching
Web-search methods have been proposed by a large body of researches. Most of the
proposed approaches are ranking that is a process to rank the webpages by relevance. Lately,
none-ranking approaches become popular. In this section, we review popular techniques of
ranking and non-ranking approaches.

Ranking approach is most used in research and industry. A well-cited research, Page et
al. (1999), described the PageRank used by Google Search. The algorithm exploited the link
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structure of the Web and ranked every webpage on the Web. When a user submitted the input,
the system evaluated the similarity between the input and each webpage. Then, the system
ranked the webpages by relevance. Using a different ranking approach, Smyth & Balfe (2006)
constructed usage matrices to record user inputs and user clicks on webpages. They proposed the
I-SPY system to assess the similarity between two inputs, and then, rank the relevance of
webpages. The system performed relevance assessment twice. The search results come from the
second relevance assessment.
Other works provided more advanced ranking approaches. For example, Pitkow et al.
(2002) adapted user inputs according to the user models. Then the system selected webpages
utilizing the adapted inputs. In the same way, Liu et al. (2004) utilized Google Directory to adapt
user inputs. The system then worked with Google to rank relevant webpages. Moreover, the user
could improve their inputs during the web searches. The system could update the webpages on
the basis of the changes in user inputs.
In a unique way, Bo et al. (2012) proposed ranking models and regularization algorithm
that incorporated advanced predictive capability. The algorithm derived the prediction from a
ranking model. The method imposed margin and slack constraints. In addition, the researchers
proposed the adaption probability. Pana et al. (2013) proposed a graph-based regularization
algorithm. The researcher evaluated the algorithm to show its capability to better meet users’
needs comparing prior algorithm. Extending traditional ranking approach, Micarelli & Sciarrone
(2004) proposed a filtering approach called WIFS. It filtered out the irrelevant webpages and
presented the user with only those that met the similarity threshold.
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Non-ranking approach focuses on webpage relevance evaluation and content
recommendation, or both. Webpage relevance evaluation is typically to cluster webpages into
small groups that the user can explore one group at a time. Content recommendation is generally
to identify webpages most similar to user input. The user receives the selected webpages directly.

Most research has proposed algorithms for word selection from the webpages (Manning
et al., 2008). The algorithms produce vector matrix for each webpage. Cosine similarity is often
used to measure similarity between two webpages. Two popular researches, Zamir et al. (1999)
and Osi´nski et al. (2004), contributed two well-cited methods. Zamir et al. (1999) proposed the
Grouper interface to cluster search results. The Grouper utilized user search behaviors and
incorporated the context of the web personalization. Osi´nski et al. (2004) proposed an algorithm
called Lingo. It not only clustered retrieved webpages but also provided a description for each
cluster. The description provided additional information to the users.
Alternatively, many researches are based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) techniques
(e.g. Mecca et al., 2006; Ramage et al., 2009; Osin´ ski & Weiss, 2005). The SVM is
probabilistic algorithm to evaluate the relevance of webpages. The techniques utilize the
keywords for probabilistic test with heuristic iterations. Osin´ ski & Weiss (2005) proposed a
text-segmentation heuristic to extract relevant webpages while eliminating irrelevant webpages.
The experimental evaluation supported the effectiveness of the proposed solution. Mecca et al.
(2006) offered an incremental method on the basis of their SVM models. The method used
keywords to evaluate webpage relevance through multiple incremental steps. The researchers
constructed the webpages for experimental evaluation of the proposed method. The experiments
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concluded that the proposed method could achieve high accuracy. But, the proposed method still
performed poorly when using other webpages. Ramage et al. (2009) proposed an algorithm that
derived two SVM models, which worked together to assess webpage relevance. The researchers
argued that the two models could reduce search errors by enforced evaluation power. The
experimental resulted in improved accuracy comparing to other methods (Hofmann, 1999;
Ramage et al., 2009).

Unlike other works that were based on conventional nature language processing, Cobos
et al. (2014) proposed the method WDC-CSK to improve the descriptions of webpage clusters.
They combined the cuckoo search meta-heuristics and k-means. The proposed method utilized
cluster split and merge techniques to improve accuracy. Also, the research applied Balanced
Bayesian Information Criterion as fitness function to improve webpage clustering. The
experiments compared WDC-CSK with several well-accepted webpage clustering algorithms. In
all the comparisons, the WDC-CSK performed better.
Webpage recommendation recommends webpages to users. Porcel et al. (2012) studied
research knowledge transformation by using the Web. They proposed a hybrid fuzzy linguistic
recommendation system that combined webpage clustering and collaborative clustering.
Webpage clustering clustered the recommendations according to user inputs. Collaborative
clustering clustered research resources for user models. The system switched between webpage
clustering and collaborative clustering to improve clustering results. Also, the system could
recommend specialized and complementary research resources for interdisciplinary research
collaborations. Cobos et al. (2013) investigated web personalization for pedagogical lecture
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development. They proposed the Recommendation System of Pedagogical Patterns (RSPP),
including the ontology of pedagogical patterns and a hybrid recommendation method. The
system used LSI to cluster lecture information on the Web. Similarly, Kardan & Ebrahimi (2013)
also proposed a hybrid recommendation system for online discussion groups. They attempted to
identify user postings. The proposed method used synonyms from WordNet and could provide
more accurate recommendations than other hybrid systems.
There are other approaches for webpage searching. Steichen et al. (2009) pooled user
responses during eLearning interactions. The pooled results might contain text, image, or video.
In eLearning environment, the search spaces were often fixed specific webpages. Thus, pooling
was very suitable without imposing unnecessary requirement to the user. The system displayed
the recommended webpages in a user-friendly way. Steichen et al. (2011) evaluated the approach
proposed by Steichen et al. (2009) in a field study. They implemented a prototype in a system of
customer technical support. The prototype collected technical support webpages from web
sources (online product’s manuals, social networking, online discussion forums, etc.). The
personalization method evaluated the user’s knowledge and experience. The field study indicated
the pooling technique proposed by Steichen et al. (2009) could improve system performance.

As presented at the beginning of this section, input processing and webpage search each
has drawn a large body of researches. The review given above is less than exhaustive rather than
providing an overview of prior research. For helping the readers navigate prior research, we
present a brief summarization of input processing research and webpage search research in Table
2.
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Table 2. Literature Review Summary (II)

Web Personalization Research
Topics

Input Processing

Approaches
model-based

lexicon-based
feedback-based
ranking approach

Webpage Searching

webpage relevancy
content recommendation

Example Researches
Gao et al. 2007, Kacem et
al. 2014; Kumar et al. 2014;
Yin et al. 2009, and Zhou et
al. 2012
Evrim & McLeod 2014; Tan
& Peng 2008; Xu et al. 2009
Liu et al. 2014; Rattenbury
& Naaman 2009; Rendle
2012
Bo et al. 2012; Page et al.
1999; Pana et al. 2013;
Cobos et al. 2014; Osi´nski
et al. 2004; Zamir et al. 1999
Kardan & Ebrahimi 2013;
Porcel et al. 2012; Steichen
et al. 2009

2.3 Review Helpfulness Research
Review helpfulness refers to the utility or usefulness of a review to help consumers make
better purchase decisions. Review helpfulness is a synonym of review utility and review
usefulness. Review helpfulness research provides novel solutions for utility-sensitive review
analysis (USRA). Its objectives are to alleviate information overload to consumers and to solve
the inherent problem of the helpful ranking used by review websites (Chen & Tseng, 2011;
Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2007/2010; Liu et al., 2007; Ngo-Ye & Sinha, 2012).
In the literature, most review helpfulness research is aimed at finding effective
approaches to predict review utility (Cao et al., 2011; Chen & Tseng, 2011; Ngo-Ye & Sinha,
2014). Prior research has contributed a large body of predictive models for automatic USRA.
Majority research applies supervised machine learning techniques. Support Vector Machines
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(SVMs) are the common method (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2009; Chen & Tseng, 2011;
Kim et al., 2006; Ngo-Ye & Sinha, 2012; Zhang & Varadarajan, 2006). Alternative methods
include decision tree (Liu et al., 2007; O'Mahony & Smyth, 2009), and clustering (Korfiatis et
al., 2012; Mudambi & Schuff, 2010). Recently, we have seen models proposed for personalized
utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA) (e.g. Moghaddam et al., 2012).
Moreover, natural language processing (NLP) and text mining play a key role in review
helpfulness research (RHR). Lexical or syntactic NLP methods are most used and very effective
(Chen & Tseng, 2011; Ngo-Ye & Sinha, 2014). Additionally, a few researches utilized semantic
methods that may include ontology. For example, Cao et al. (2011) examined the semantic
characteristics of online reviews.
Given the discussion above, we will review the existing researches in four subsections.
Section 2.3.1 reviews the researches using supervised machine learning and the helpful ranks on
review websites. Section 2.3.2 reviews the researches using supervised machine learning
techniques but not using the helpful ranks. Section 2.3.3 reviews the researches using
unsupervised machine learning techniques. Section 2.3.4 reviews the researches on PUSRA and
presents the limitation of prior PUSRA approach.
2.3.1 Supervised Techniques with Helpful Ranks
So far, Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have been the most popular method employed
by review helpfulness research (Ghose & Ipeirotis, 2007/2010, Kim et al., 2006; Zhang &
Varadarajan, 2006). A large group of the researches study online reviews on electronic products.
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Kim et al. (2006) proposed the SVM models to examine online reviews in multiple ways, e.g.
structural, lexical, syntactic, and semantic. They found that the most effective NLP techniques
were length-based and lexicon-based. The review helpful ranks closely related to the parse of
speech and the characteristics of the products and the reviews. The most significant factors were
review length, unigram characteristics, and star ranks. Particularly, the unigrams impacted the
review utility greater than did the bigrams.
Like Kim et al. (2006), Zhang & Varadarajan (2006) used SVM techniques. But, Zhang
& Varadarajan examined the online reviews using an extended method. Their model determined
helpful reviews according to their similarity to the editorial reviews. Zhang & Varadarajan
(2006) studied linguistic style but not the helpful ranks on the review websites. They tested the
model by using the reviews at Amazon.com. Unlike Kim et al. (2006), Zhang & Varadarajan
(2006) found parse of speech did not impact review helpfulness. Like Kim et al. (2006), Zhang
& Varadarajan (2006) concluded that shallow syntax was highly influential on review utility.
The most important factor was linguistic style cue. But, editorial reviews did not improve the
accuracy of review helpfulness analysis. That finding is at least partially consistent with the
finding by David & Pinch (2006). They concluded that editorial reviews were intended for sales
promotion. Thus, they had less influence to consumers than online reviews.
Ghose & Ipeirotis (2007) studied the relationship between review subjectivity and review
utility. The proposed model computed sentence-level probability, average subjectivity, and
subjectivity deviation. The research found that subjectivity deviation and review readability
significantly impacted review helpfulness. Ghose & Ipeirotis (2007) extended the finding of Kim
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et al. (2006) and Zhang & Varadarajan (2006). Later, Ghose & Ipeirotis (2010) extended the
work of Ghose & Ipeirotis (2007). The former proposed the SVM models with additional
evaluations of reviews and reviewers. They extracted the reviewer profiles from the review
websites. The research studied the readability of online reviews by combining reviewer profiles.
The recent improvement in review helpfulness research is to incorporate the social
contexts of the reviewers. Lu et al. (2010) found that the information of the reviewer’s social
context can enhance the predictive accuracy of review utility. They argued that the social context
indicated the quality of a reviewer, which in turn influenced the quality of the reviews written by
the reviewer. They postulated four consistencies: author, trust, co-citation, and link. The author
consistency means that the reviews from the same author are of similar quality. The trust
consistency means a social link from reviewer A to reviewer B implies trust relationship between
them. Reviewer A trusts reviewer B only if the quality of reviewer B is at least as high as that of
reviewer A. The co-citation consistency means that people are in common regarding the way to
trust the others. Therefore, if review C trusts reviewers A and B, three of them have similar
quality. The link consistency means if two reviewers are connected in a social network, then
their reviews are the same quality. Lu et al. (2010) used the four consistencies to test the
proposed model. They evaluated it by using reviewer profiles from the review website, Ciao
(www.ciao.co.uk). It is a community-based review website where the reviewers also rank the
reviews written by the other reviews. At ciao.co.uk, one can form one’s own Circle of Trust and
add trusted members to it. Clearly, the proposed approach for review helpfulness analysis is
suitable only for the review websites that support trust network.
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Ngo-Ye & Sinha (2012) compared their proposed model with other models for USRA.
The researchers used the raw number of helpful votes downloaded for the review website. For
example, if the review website provides the summary “x of y people said the following review
helpful,” then the “x” is the helpfulness rank of a review. The larger is the number x, the more
helpful is the review. They proposed the feature selection method called Regressional ReliefF
(RReliefF). The researchers compared their model to the baseline BOW model. The result of the
comparison was that their model increased the accuracy of USRA substantially. Moreover,
comparing to the other methods, the RReliefF is simpler and more efficient. The RReliefF could
thus reduce workload while incorporating the contextual information in the k nearest neighbors.
Following from Ngo-Ye & Sinha (2012), Ngo-Ye & Sinha (2014) found significant
effect of review webpages and reviewers characteristics on review helpfulness. Ngo-Ye and
Sinha used a baseline model to examine the effective of the proposed Vector Space Model
(VSM). The researchers compared the performance of their model with the baseline model. The
evaluation indicated that the proposed model could substantially improve the accuracy of utilitysensitive review analysis (USRA) comparing to the baseline model.
As mentioned before, some researches have studies the semantics of online reviews.
Chen & Tseng (2011) and Cao et al. (2011) both studies review semantics to predict review
utility. The difference between the two works is that Chen & Tseng (2011) did not use the
helpful ranks on review website, but Cao et al. (2011) utilized them. We will review Chen &
Tseng (2011) in Section 2.3.2. Cao et al (2011) examined online reviews in three aspects: basic,
stylistic, and semantic. They studied a large crop of online reviews regardless their helpful ranks
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on a review website. They compared different combinations of review helpful ranks. They found
that the semantics of online reviews were more influential than the syntax and style.
Besides the works discussed in previous paragraph, other researches have contributed
unique findings. Hoang et al. (2008) and Otterbacher (2009) found that writer authority (e.g. the
reputation of the reviewer) impacted review helpfulness. Otterbacher (2009) used the data
quality framework proposed by Wang & Strong (1996). Otterbacher found that the reviewer's
reputation was a primary factor of review quality. Similarly, O'Mahony & Smyth (2010)
discovered that the rank of a reviewer greatly affected review helpfulness. In general, empirical
studies support the impact of reviewer’s reputation on review utility (Cheung & Lee, 2012). Ku
et al. (2012) explained that high reputation of a reviewer suggested the trustworthy quality of the
reviews written by that reviewer.

2.3.2 Supervised Techniques without Helpful Ranks
The helpful ranks on review websites may not be used to build predictive models for
USRA. O'Mahony & Smyth (2009) examined reviewer’s reputation and social context as well as
review webpage and sentiment. The reputation of a reviewer was indicated by the rank received
by the reviewer. The review features included the length of a review and the ratio of uppercase to
lowercase characters. The social features mainly involved the number of reviews written by a
reviewer and the mean of review quantities.
Liu et al. (2007) provided a model that subdivided the reviews into best, good, fair, and
bad in terms of review utility. The model evaluated richness and persuasiveness of online review.
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The researchers did not use the helpful ranks on the review websites because of the problem in
the helpful ranks. The researchers found that many reviews did not receive enough helpful votes
to be ranked as highly helpful. The researchers manually selected the set of helpful reviews as
gold review set that was the set of reviews regarded as helpful by the researchers. Against the
gold review set, the researchers tested the predictive accuracy of the proposed model evaluating
three aspects: informativeness, subjectiveness, and readability. Each of the three aspects consists
of sub-divided factors (e.g. product-aspect mention, pattern of review titles, sentence sentiment
polarity, and paragraph structure). The research found that title-appearance does not affect the
performance of review utility. In the same fashion, Liu et al. (2012) proposed the model of
USRA for product designers. The researchers used manually selected helpful reviews from
amazon.com as gold review set. They examined review texts and proposed the predictive model
that could help product designers evaluate review helpfulness.
Chen & Tseng (2011) applied the information quality framework proposed by Wang &
Strong (1996). Chen and Tseng used expert-constructed reviews as the gold review set. Against
it, they tested their proposed model. The researchers proposed five review-quality levels: high,
medium, low, duplicate, and spam. Multiclass support vector technique was used in the model.
They found that the most helpful reviews were those giving rich and in-depth opinions. In
addition, Chen & Tseng (2011) proposed the method to mining the opinions of the reviews. The
proposed method could not only predict the helpfulness of a review but also incorporate
personalized review helpfulness analysis.
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2.3.3 Unsupervised Techniques
In review helpfulness research, the unsupervised techniques are mainly clustering
method. Tsur & Rappoport (2009) studied the helpfulness of book reviews. They identified a set
of helpful reviews and compared the unhelpful reviews against the helpful reviews. Accordingly,
they used the selected helpful reviews as the gold review set and determined the utility of each
review according to the similarity between unhelpful review and helpful review.
Alternatively, a few researches used gold review set in a different manner. Lappas &
Gunopulos (2010) selected a small set of helpful reviews that gave rich opinions. They
summarized the helpful reviews and used their summary to evaluate the utility of an online
review. In a similar approach, Tsaparas et al. (2011) proposed an algorithm that could select a
comprehensive set of helpful reviews that were summarized to produce an opinion-rich review.
The researchers argued that their approach could maximize the coverage of helpful reviews.
In a unique approach, Korfiatis et al. (2012) studied the interrelationships among review
helpfulness, helpful ranks, and readability of online review. They proposed a model that
explained the effect of conformity, understandability, and expressiveness. The research found
that the readability of online review had the most significant impact on the helpfulness ranks.
Writing style and text length also affected review utility. Drawing the similar finding as that
drawn by Mudambi & Schuff (2010), Korfiatis et al. (2012) concluded that product rating
affected the helpful rank. Positive reviews tended to be long text while negative reviews tend to
be short text.
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2.3.4 Personalized Review Helpfulness
In Section 2.3.2, we mentioned that Chen & Tseng (2011) proposed a method that could
perform personalized utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA). However, their focus was on
particular groups of hotel consumers. The work did not extend to PUSRA for individual
consumers.

In the literature, Moghaddam et al. (2012) is probably the only research that

proposes PUSRA models for individual consumers. In Section 1.2, we presented that vast
majority review helpfulness research assumes common utility. But, Moghaddam et al. (2012)
assumed personal utility and challenged common utility assumption. They argued that the utility
of a review might vary from one consumer to another. Therefore, utility-sensitive review
analysis (USRA) should be similar to personalized recommendation.
Moghaddam et al. (2012) utilized the helpful ranks on review websites to examine
reviews, reviewers, consumers, and products. The proposed models involved the characteristics
of reviews, consumers, and products to determine the utility of the review. In order to provide
personalized recommendation, they proposed a series of probabilistic models. Their experiments
demonstrated that the helpfulness of a review indeed differed from one consumer to another.
However, there are two major weaknesses related to the models proposed by Moghaddam
et al. (2012). First, many researchers have observed the inherent problem of the helpful ranks on
review websites. Involving them in the model may reduce the validation of the research solution.
Second, the paper did not offer a web personalization artifact required from PUSRA (see Section
1.2).
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In summary, prior review helpfulness research has made enormous contribute to USRA.
The main focuses of prior USRA model are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Literature Review Summary (III)

Approaches
Supervised
Techniques with
Helpful Ranks

Review Helpfulness Research (RHR)
Main Focuses
Example Researches
review length, syntactic
Cao et al. 2011; Ghose &
feature, & semantic feature
Ipeirotis 2007/2010
review linguistic style
David & Pinch 2006; Zhang

Supervised
Techniques without
Helpful Ranks
Unsupervised
Techniques

review subjectivity

& Varadarajan 2006
Ghose & Ipeirotis 2007/2010

reviewer trust, link, &

Lu et al. 2010; Ngo-Ye &

reputation
review quality
reviewer characteristics, e.g.
social context
opinion richness

Sinha 2012/2014
Otterbacher 2009
O'Mahony & Smyth 2009

review quality

Chen & Tseng 2011

opinion richness

Lappas & Gunopulos 2010;
Tsaparas et al. 2011
Korfiatis et al. 2012;
Mudambi & Schuff 2010
Korfiatis et al. 2012

product rating
review readability

Liu et al. 2007/2012

gold review set
Personalized Review
Helpfulness

Lappas & Gunopulos 2010;
Tsur & Rappoport 2009
utility-sensitive review analysis Chen & Tseng 2011
for similar consumers
utility-sensitive review analysis Moghaddam et al. 2012
for individuals
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CHAPTER 3 RESEATCH METHODOLOGY

Information Systems research (ISR) encompasses dual paradigms, behavioral science
(BS) and design science (DS). BS is aimed at explaining and predicting phenomena related to
information systems (IS) artifacts. DS is aimed at creating novel and useful IS artifacts to solve
unsolved problems facing people or organizations (Hevner et al. 2004; March & Smith 1995;
March & Storey 2008). The term artifact refers to man-made object for achieving human
purpose; that meaning was given by Herbert A. Simon in his book, ‘Sciences of the Artificial’
(Simon 1996). He distinguished natural objects from artificial objects. The former refers to
natural objects while the latter refers to man-made objects. In IS field, information systems and
their components are artifacts that are designed for enhancing effectiveness and efficiency of
human activities (Baskerville et al., 2011; Hevner et al., 2004; March & Smith 1995). According
to Hevner et al. (2004), there are four types of IS artifacts: “constructs (vocabulary and symbols),
models (abstractions and representations), methods (algorithms and practices), and instantiations
(implemented and prototype systems) (Hevner et al., 2004, pp. 3).”

Simon (1996) legitimatized design science (DS) being a scientific paradigm. It is a
problem solving and a legitimate research paradigm in ISR (Hevner et al., 2004). Additionally,
ISR has another scientific paradigm behavioral science (BS). Its root is in natural science. BS
seeks to explain the phenomena surrounding managing and using IS artifacts. In summary, ISR
possesses the dual paradigms, DS and BS. They both are fundamentals of ISR. They are also
complementary and interdependent (Hevner et al., 2004; March & Storey, 2008).
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Our current work is a DS. Our research methodology complies with the DS framework
and guidelines proposed by Hevner et al. (2004). Their contributions have become the most
applied DS methodology that guides DS researches to achieve both relevance and rigor (Goes,
2014). Relevance requires DS artifacts be useful and effective in achieving the specific human or
organizational goals. Rigor requires DS research appropriately utilize prior knowledge in the
body of knowledge base. Moreover, Hevner et al. (2004) highlighted the requirement for DS
research to contribute to the body of knowledge base, i.e. theoretical contribution. The
requirement is consistently held by prominent works in DS methodology (e.g. Baskerville et al.,
2011; Goes, 2014; Kuechler &Vaishnavi, 2008; March & Smith, 1995; Vaishnavi & Kuechler,
2011). In this research, we hold theoretical contribution as a major research objective. In order to
achieve it, we appropriately apply Hevner et al. (2004)’s guidelines. By doing so, we present our
innovative and effective design-science artifacts for DS theoretical development.

This chapter illustrates the research methodology applied in this paper in four sections.
Section 3.1 compares DS and BS as well as presents their interrelation. In section 3.2, we review
the major literature of DS methodology in Information Systems (IS) field. In Section 3.3, we
discuss our research methodology and our application of Hevner et al. (2004)’s design science
guidelines that guide this research to achieve research rigor and relevance.

3.1 Behavioral Science and Design Science

Behavioral science (BS) research in Information Systems (IS) is aimed at explaining and
predicting phenomena. BS develops theories that provide understanding of organizational
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phenomena surrounding IS artifacts (Hevner et al., 2004; March & Smith, 1995). BS theories
inform IS researchers and practitioners with the understanding of managing and using IS. The
understanding can inform better design of DS artifacts to achieve their intended purposes
(Hevner et al., 2004). In contrast, design science (DS) is intended to extend human capability and
to help organization solve problems. DS innovates DS artifacts for effective and efficient
analysis, design, implementation, management, and use of information systems. DS artifacts are
directly relevant to the practices of IS professionals. The relevance of DS theories is the direct
applications of the novel and useful DS artifacts in business practices (Hevner et al., 2004).

There are major differences between BS and DS. First, they are rooted in different
scientific paradigms. BS has its root in natural science while DS has its root in engineering and
artificial science (Hevner et al., 2004; Baskerville et al., 2011). Second, BS and DS have distinct
goals. BS focuses on knowledge discovering by building and testing explanatory or predictive
theories whereas DS concentrates on problem solving by innovation and creativity from which
DS artifacts present design-science (DS) theoretical contributions (Hevner et al., 2004; Simon,
1996; Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2011). Third, BS and DS relate to professional practices in
different ways. BS is indirectly related to IS practices. The practical relevance of BS theories
relies on effective DS artifacts (Markus et al. 2002, pp. 173). Although BS theories can inform IS
and business professionals, the theories are most often unable to do so. That is because BS
theories frequently lag behind new and effective design artifacts (Hevner et al., 2004; Markus et
al., 2002, pp. 180). In contrast, the relevance of DS is direct provided by DS artifacts. They often
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play a key role in industry innovation. They have typically passed through extensive utility
evaluation to ensure practical relevance.

In spite of the difference shown above, BS and DS are interrelated. They are
complementary and inseparable in Information Systems research (ISR). Its relevance requires
seamless integration of BS and DS (Hevner et al., 2004; March & Smith, 1995; Orlikowski &
Iacono, 2001). And, IS researchers need to engage “the complementary research cycle between
design science and behavioral science to address fundamental problems faced in the productive
application of information technology (Hevner et al., 2004 pp. 2, 3).” March & Smith (1995)
illustrated that the complementary ISR cycle composed (1) the proactive DS to create DS
artifacts to solve organizational problems, and 2) the reactive BS to explain or predict the
phenomena around DS artifacts.

3.2 Influential Literature of Design Science Methodology

In information systems research (ISR), design science (DS) is a relatively new paradigm
comparing to behavioral science (BS). Hevner et al. (2004) was the first research that provided
methodological framework and guidelines for DS (Kuechler &Vaishnavi, 2008). Before Hevner
et al. (2004), DS methodologies had been discussed by IS researches including March & Smith
(1995) and Swaab et al. (2002). Since Hevner et al. (2004), prominent DS methodology
contributions have made various improvements to the work of Hevner et al. (2004). This section
provides an overview of the influential DS methodology contributions.
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Prior DS methodology research has proposed different frameworks and principles for
good DS researches. Hevner et al. (2004) addressed those issues comprehensively by proposing a
framework and seven pragmatic guidelines. Their contributions cover how to execute and
evaluate DS researches. The comprehensive framework and seven guidelines have become
methodological basis “to assist researchers, reviewers, editors, and readers to understand the
requirements for effective design-science research (Hevner et al., 2004, pp.82).” The proposed
framework clearly defines the boundaries of DS in ISR. The proposed guidelines prescribe the
practices of sound DS researches as well as DS artifacts to make DS theoretical contributions.
Additionally, some researches regarded DS as pragmatic camp. Its counter party is the theorizing
camp that weighs theorization more than design practice (Markus et al., 2002; Walls et al.,
2004). However, most IS methodology researchers agree with Hevner et al. (2004) in that DS
artifacts require creativity not clearly understood by the researchers. Some researchers have
reconciled the two camps (Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2012). Nevertheless, we agree with the
viewpoint of Hevner et al. (2004) and the literature around their work.

The most cited seminal work is March & Smith (1995). They proposed a framework and
research agenda for DS researches. Unlike Hevner et al. (2004), March & Smith (1995) sought to
reconcile the conflict viewpoints over whether DS is legitimate scientific research in ISR.
Through extensive demonstration, March and Smith established the scientific status of DS in IS
field. They also proposed a research agenda that demonstrated the interrelation between DS and
BS. However, March & Smith (1995) did not provide comprehensive guidelines for good DS
research. Hevner et al. (2004) extended March & Smith (1995)’s research agenda with two
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components, environment and knowledge base. Hevner (2007) proposed the framework of DS
three-cycle to emphasize the importance of environment and knowledge base in DS research.
Moreover, Hevner (2007)’s three-cycles framework illustrates that the framework and guidelines
in Hevner et al (2004) is the methodological base for DS research to contribute DS theories.
Alternatively, Swaab et al. (2002) provided a visualization method to present the creativity of DS
researchers. Their contribution illustrates the indispensable role of researchers’ creativity to
successful DS research.

Recently, Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2011) extended Hevner et al. (2004) in several ways.
Vaishnavi and Kuechler clarified the difference between DS research and design research.
Design research is the study of design itself and designers. Design research is research into or
about design. In contrast, DS research is the research with design, “using design as a research
method or technique (Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2011, pp. 3).” Also, Vaishnavi & Kuechler (2011)
added a fifth type of IS artifacts, namely better theories. The fifth type gives some elaboration on
presenting DS artifacts as DS theoretical contribution. The researchers argued that good DS
researches could contribute to better theories through demonstrating rigorous design activities to
create the artifacts. Further, good DS theories should illustrate the interrelationship between
solution components. And, good DS theories should provide community-determined outputs
(e.g., human-computer interface).

In addition, there are other DS methodology contributions that focus on balancing rigor
and relevance in DS research. Prominent works include Baskerville et al. (2011). They stressed
the term design as a verb in DS research. The researchers believed that DS research had
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overstated research rigor while neglecting designers’ creativity. The researchers called for a
duality of design and science in DS research. Baskerville et al. (2011) argued that DS research
should go back to the balance emphasized by Hevner et al. (2004). Baskerville et al. (2011)
contributed three guidelines: (1) research domain as design domain; (2) understanding the
domain as research objective; (3) theory contribution as primary research goal. In the same vein,
Alter (2013) stressed the long-term research activities to produce work system method and work
system theory. Ultimately, DS literature uniformly advocates both useful artifacts and DS
theoretical contributions.

The previous discussion of prior DS methodology indicates that Hevner et al. (2004)
provides the most used methodological base for DS research. The comprehensive framework and
guidelines make them a practical method for DS research. Therefore, our current research applies
Hevner et al. (2004)’s framework and guidelines as research methodology. We believe that
appropriate applications can ensure our research to make significant DS theoretical contribution
with both research relevance and research rigor. Hevner et al. (2004)’s guidelines establish the
triple cycles among relevance, rigor, and theoretical contribution (Baskerville et al., 2011;
Hevner, 2007). Using Figure 2 of Hevner et al. (2004), the following Figure 2 depicts their DS
framework that shows the triple cycles:
“The contributions of behavioral science and design science in IS research are assessed
as they are applied to the business need in an appropriate environment and as they add
to the content of the knowledge base for further research and practice. A justified theory
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that is not useful for the environment contributes as little to the IS literature as an
artifact that solves a nonexistent problem (Hevner et al., 2004, pp. 81).”

Hevner et al. (2004) setup a solid basis from which many DS methodology researches
sprout. Over the last ten years, Hevner et al. (2004)’s framework and guidelines have become a
de fact to DS methodology emphasized by prominent DS methodology research (e.g.,
Baskerville et al., 2011; Kuechler & Vaishnavi, 2012). Our current work contributes to Hevner et
al. (2004)’s applications by producing high-quality DS artifacts and DS theoretical contributions.
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3.3 Our Research Methodology

Our research follows design science (DS) paradigm. Particularly, we apply Hevner et al.
(2004)’s seven guidelines as methodological standard. This section outlines Hevner et al.
(2004)’s seven guidelines and our application of them. Hevner et al. (2004) argued that a DS
research should address each of the seven guidelines in some way in order to be complete.
Therefore, our research applies each of them appropriately.

Guideline 1: Design as an Artifact

Hevner et al. (2004) emphasized the essential role of novel, purposeful, viable DS
artifacts of four types: construct, model, method, or instantiation (Hevner et al., 2004). DS
research must create DS artifacts since DS knowledge is acquired through creating and applying
useful DS artifacts. A DS research needs to create artifacts that are novel and effective to solve
the research problem. The descriptions of the design artifacts must enable effective
implementations and applications in suitable application domains.

In our research, we create innovative artifacts of all four types via an iterative design
process. The propose utility-sensitive review analysis (USRA) artifact is a web-based
information system. It is an overarching design science artifact consisting of construct, model,
method, and instantiation. Our proposed artifacts of four types are novel and useful to provide
personalized utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA). The prototype has been evaluated and
demonstrated the effectiveness of our solution. We present our proposed artifacts to broad
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audience including IS researchers, IS professionals, and business professionals. Our proposed
solution is applicability in diverse information system problems related to PUSRA.

Guideline 2: Problem Relevance

Hevner et al. (2004) stated that design science is a problem-solving paradigm. DS
research is aimed at developing innovative artifacts to solve important yet unsolved business
problems. The research problem of DS research defines the goals of the future information
systems, which need to be reached from the current systems. Successful design artifacts help IS
professionals meet those goals. Goal achievements will help solve business problems and reach
business objectives (e.g. increasing revenue, increasing competitive edge, and reducing cost). So,
DS research problem defined for attaining the goals must be relevant to IS professionals who
attempt to solve their unsolved problems that impede the achievement of business objectives.

Our research investigates the unsolved, difficult problem of inadequate approach for
utility-sensitive review analysis (USRA) concerned by IS professionals, specifically the
designers of websites. The designers need to address the inherent problem of review helpful
ranking. They need better DS artifacts to eliminate the problem of missing vote. Although a large
body of researches has proposed useful models for USRA, prior research contribution fails to
provide the needed DS artifacts, i.e., web personalization artifacts. No such DS theoretical
guidance has been proposed. The existing models of USRA do not provide suitable solutions
meeting practical need of PUSRA although the models have made substantial progress for
USRA. Our research addresses the unmet need for effective PUSRA solutions. Therefore, our
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research is highly relevant not only to IS researchers and IS professionals but also to business
professionals and their organizations.

Guideline 3: Design Evaluation

Hevner et al. (2004) regarded solution evaluations as crucial components of design
science (DS) research. The evaluations need to apply appropriate evaluation methods to
demonstrate rigorously the utility and efficacy of the DS artifacts. DS researchers need to define
appropriate measures for the evaluations in order to show the effectiveness of the DS solution.
Hevner et al. (2004) suggested five sets of evaluation methods that we present in Figure 3
mirroring Table 2 of Hevner et al. (2004).

According Hevner et al. (2004), we apply three evaluation methods, namely analytical,
descriptive, and experimental (see Figure 3). The combination of the three methods can
comprehensively evaluate our DS artifacts in term of utility and efficacy. In the analytical
method, we conduct detailed examination the structure of our design artifact in order to assess its
quality. In descriptive evaluation, we rigorously apply relevant web personalization knowledge
in the knowledge base. We provide illustrative use case (section 4.2) to present the internal
consistency of our proposed solution. Moreover, we conduct two experiments to
comprehensively evaluate the practical utility and efficacy of the proposed solution. Our
evaluation contributes what we believe, the first efficiency evaluation of USRA DS artifacts to
review helpfulness research. Thus, the evaluation results provide more reliable evidences for
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practical usefulness and effectiveness of our proposed solution. We discuss the two experiments
in detail in Chapter 8 USRAnalyzer Evaluation.

Intuitively, observational method evaluates DS artifacts in real-world environment, and
thus, the method is important for assessing practical utility and efficacy. Also, testing method is
probably the most effective method for performance evaluation. However, observational method
is not suitable for our evaluation since the method does not support generalizable evaluation of
personalized USRA within acceptable costs. Moreover, testing method is appropriate to evaluate
DS artifacts whose practical usages are limited. But, USRA personalization has ever-extended
usages that make testing method is inappropriate.
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Guideline 4: Research Contributions

A DS research should contribute DS artifact, design knowledge, and/or evaluation
knowledge; at least one type of DS contributions must be found and clearly presented in a given
research (Hevner et al. 2004). Our research offers a novel personalized utility-sensitive review
analysis (PUSRA) artifact as an overarching DS artifact that consists of constructs, models,
methods, and instantiation. Our proposed artifact contributes to the knowledge base of review
helpfulness research (RHR) with effective USRA approach. Additionally, our research
contributes new knowledge to web personalization research (WPR). Its existing approach can be
improved by our DS knowledge. Most importantly, we contribute the first comprehensive
evaluation including effectiveness and efficiency to RHR and WPR.

Guideline 5: Research Rigor

A DS research needs demonstrate its rigor by suitably applying prior knowledge in the
knowledge base. It includes the knowledge bodies of behavioral science and design science.
Prior knowledge also includes appropriate evaluation methods (Hevner et al. 2004). For research
rigor, we exploit the existing literature in web personalization. The literature has accumulated a
large body of knowledge about the effective design approaches of web personalization systems.
As discussed in Guideline 3, we will properly apply three types of the evaluation methods in the
knowledge base. When exploiting evaluation methods, we carefully assess the appropriateness of
prior knowledge for our current research.
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Guideline 6: Design as a Search Process

Hevner et al. (2004) presented that DS research is a problem-solving process and relies
on designing IS artifacts. The design process involves trials-and-errors. During our design
innovation, we create design ideas and try them in our lab. We constantly identify deficiencies in
the trial results, and then, improve the design components.
In such way, our current research has gone through numerous trials-and-errors. Due to
the novel nature of our DS artifacts, the knowledge base discussed above is not adequate to a
large extent. Thus, we heavily rely on our creativity to generate design ideas. Each of them is
intensively tested in our lab. So far, many early ideas have proven unsuitable and have been
rejected. After many trials-and-errors, we have fundamentally improved the original design. The
solution components presented in this paper have proven the best testing results. After those
arduous works, we have proposed and prototyped our DS artifacts that Chapter 4 through
Chapter 6 will present.

Guideline 7: Communication of Research

DS researchers need to present their researches suitably for technical and business
audiences. The researchers need to provide good presentations so that the proposed DS artifacts
can be applied by IS researchers to extend research contributions and by IS professionals to solve
organizational problems (Hevner et al. 2004). In this paper, we strive to communicate with broad
audiences, specifically IS researchers, IS professionals, business professionals, and consumers.
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CHAPTER 4 MODEL AND ARCHITECTURE

In section 3.4, we presented Hevner et al. (2004)’s design science (DS) framework and
guidelines. The Guideline 6 suggests design as a search process. After numerous trials-anderrors, we have created an effective solution for personalized utility-sensitive review analysis
(PUSRA). Our proposed solution is an interactive web personalization (WP) artifact. We refer to
it as USRAnalyzer. In chapter 1 and chapter 2, we discussed WP artifacts, which is a web-based
system designed to provide personalized webpages meeting the needs of individual consumers.

Moreover, WP artifact is two types: record-based or interactive. The former requires user
models on the basis of users’ past web visits. The latter does not requires user models but rather
using users’ runtime activities. We propose the USRAnalyzer as an interactive WP artifact for
three reasons. The first reason is interactive WP artifact can better satisfy consumer needs than
can record-based (see section 2.2). Another reason is that the users of the USRAnalyzer are most
often first-time users. So, it is impossible to derive the user models for them. The third reason is
the USRAnalyzer as an interactive WP artifact can better address the changes of consumer needs
during their review searches. Therefore, the USRAnalyzer can be more effective to provide
dynamic PUSRA.

In this chapter, we describe our proposed USRAnalyzer overview model (section 4.1) and
architecture (section 4.3). Also, we offer a use case in section 4.2 to demonstrate how the
USRAnalyzer can offer PUSRA.
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4.1 USRAnalyzer Overview Model

Prior solution for PUSRA provides predictive model (see section 2.3.4) which is
generally based on the users’ past activities and personal characteristics. The model is unable to
meet the changes of consumer needs during the process of making purchase decisions. In
contrast, the USRAnalyzer is an interactive consumer decision support system that can interact
with a consumer and meet the changes of consumer needs. The USRAnalyzer helps consumers
make better purchase decisions with consumer-centric design. The functionality of the
USRAnalyzer meets interactive web personalization (WP) requirements, delivering to consumers
an advanced WP. In Figure 4, we illustrate the overview model of the USRAnalyzer. We discuss
its major functions as following.

We regard a helpful review as an online review relevant to a specific need of a consumer
during his/her purchase decision. During a session of consumer decision support, the consumer
inputs his/her need into the USRAnalyzer (box 1 of Figure 4). The consumer input cj is
considered the best expression of the consumer’s need (Davern & Kamis, 2010; Häubl &
Murray, 2006; Lappas & Gunopulos, 2010; Xu et al., 2014). The USRAnalyzer receives cj and
performs input processing on it (box 2). We will describe the input processing in section 4.3. In
general, the cj is a natural language text in some natural language (English, Chinese, German,
Japanese, etc.). The USRAnalyzer also expands cj with synonyms and acronyms (see section
4.3).
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After input processing, the USRAnalyzer conducts the initial relevance evaluation of the
reviews in the review pool RP on the review website (box 3). The RP contains all the online
reviews of the product/service interesting to the consumer. The USRAnalyzer can access the RP
by connecting to its link provided by the website. The initial relevance evaluation is aimed at
identifying the relevant review rj (ϵ RP) because in RP, there are typically many reviews that are
irrelevance to the consumer input cj. Intuitively, the USRAnalyzer needs to reject the irrelevant
reviews because they are not helpful to the consumer.

Identifying relevant reviews at box 3 usually does not provide the final results. Most
often, the reviews in RP have different relevance levels. A review in RP is a relevant review r j (ϵ
RP) if it is similar to cj. High similarity between them renders a high relevance level (lj) of rj. As
discussed previously, some reviews in RP are irrelevant to cj and should not be considered by the
USRAnalyzer.

After rejecting the irrelevant reviews, the set of relevant reviews is the relevant set (RSj),
which is a sub-set of RP. The RSj contains all relevant reviews. When the size of the RSj is large,
a consumer generally wants to read the highly-relevant reviews satisfying a desirable relevance
level (dj) determined by the consumer. Therefore, at box 4, the USRAnalyzer allows the
consumer selecting the dj from a list of relevance levels (e.g. very high, high, medium, and low).
The consumer’s selection is regarded as a very useful way to interact with the consumer for
accuracy helpful review provision (Reisen & Hoffrage, 2010). Thus, the USRAnalyzer suggests
the consumer selecting the dj from the predefined relevance levels. We use the commonly-used
four levels: very high, high, medium, and low) (refer to section 4.2).
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After receiving the consumer’s selection, the USRAnalyzer evaluates the lj of each
relevant review in RSj, and selects the reviews satisfying lj ≥ dj. Further, the USRAnalyzer ranks
the reviews by relevance level. Finally, the USRAnalyzer presents the consumer with the
selected reviews sorted in descending relevance level (box 5).

After the final result, the consumer may change the input and start a new session of
consumer decision support. In the new session, the interaction between the consumer and the
USRAnalyzer is the same as that described above.

4.2 A Use Case of USRAnalyzer

This section describes a use case where a fictional consumer Kin interacts with the
USRAnalyzer to select the relevant reviews in order to plan her trip to Orlando, Florida, USA.
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The use case illustrates how the USRAnalyzer satisfies Kin’s need with helpful reviews
identified from a large review pool RP. We use real-world online reviews and actual screen shots
produced by our USRAnalyzer prototype. The screen shots visualize the viability and efficacy of
the USRAnalyzer.

The use case: A consumer Kin is making a hotel-reservation decision: which hotel in
Orlando, Florida, USA she will make a reservation for her trip to Orlando. She is very interested
in Rosen Inn International (RII) in Orlando and wants to see how the online reviews of RII
comment about the hotel. So, Kin visits tripadvisor.com, which is the most popular website for
tourist services. At tripadvisor.com, RII has a review pool RP containing 3,614 reviews (Figure
5). Kin does not have time to read all of them. Besides, she wants to read only the reviews that
give opinions on her need: whether the bed is comfortable, whether the room is clean, whether
the staffs are polite, whether the internet connection is good. The size of 3,614 reviews
overwhelms Kin when she attempts to identify the helpful reviews by skimming the review
webpages manually. Thus, Kin goes to the USRAnalyzer for help. Hereinafter shows how the
USRAnalyzer helps Kin find helpful reviews satisfying her need.

When Kin opens the USRAnalyzer, its Helpful Review Finder welcomes Kin and
prompts her to input her need (Figure 6). Kin describes it in her own language and style. In
Figure 6, we show the USRAnalyzer’s prompt and Kin’s input cj. When she submits it, the
USRAnalyzer immediately starts to process cj behind scene. The task is to identify the keyphrases in Kin’s input (refer to next paragraph).
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The key-phrases express Kin’s need whereas none key-phrases do not. For example, in
Figure 6, the phrases such as “bet is comfortable” and “room is clean” are key-phrases
expressing Kin’s need. But, the phrases “I want to find” and “I am interested in” are none keyphrases since they tell a little about Kin’s need. Then, the USRAnalyzer expands the key-phrases
with synonyms and acronyms extracted from a lexicon base, which can be an external lexicon
repository or internal lexicon repository. An external lexicon repository is usually freely
available on the Internet, for instance, WordNet or thesaurus.com. An internal lexicon repository
is generally provided by the review website internally. As an example, we have built a lexicon
repository that contains 132,761 English synonyms and acronyms from WordNet and
thesaurus.com. The internal lexicon base supports our evaluation experiments of the
USRAanalyzer (see Chapter 7). We will elaborate the input processing in section 4.3.
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After processing cj, the USRAnalyzer continues working behind scene. The task is to
perform a preliminary evaluation of the relevance of each review in the review pool RP
containing 3,614 RII reviews. This task is shown by box 3 of Figure 4. The evaluation can be
either a ranking approach or a non-ranking approach, which we discussed in section 2.2.2
(chapter 2). For the effectiveness, we design the USRAnalyzer using the non-ranking approach
that section 4.3.3 and section 5.1 will provide detailed description.
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After the USRAnalyzer identifies the relevant reviews, the artifact provides feedback to
Kin (Figure 7). The Helpful Review Finder informs Kin that there are 74 reviews relevant to her
input (box 4 of Figure 4). The Helpful Review Finder also allows Kin to choose between reading
all the relevant reviews and providing a desirable relevance level (dj). In this case, we suppose
that Kin chooses to select the dj, and therefore, clicks the desirable relevance link. After Kin
clicks it, the USRAnalyzer allows her to select dj. In Figure 8, we show that Kin submits the very
high relevance level, the highest level.

As soon as Kin submits her selection, the USRAnalyzer starts to assess, behind scene, the
similarity between each relevant review and Kin’s input. The assessment can use one of the
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popular similarity measure used in web personalization research, including Jacard, cosine, etc.
For accurate similarity assessment, we extend the similarity measure proposed by Sahami &
Heilman (2006). We will present our proposed the similarity measure in section 5.2.

Using the proposed similarity measure, the USRAnalyzer ranks the reviews by the
similarity and sorts them in the descending order. Then, the USRAnalyzer displays to Kin those
reviews with a relevance level lj meeting lj ≥ dj (box 5 of Figure 4). In this use case, there are five
reviews with a very high relevance level. We present the final result in Figure 9.
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After Kin reads the selected five reviews, she may be satisfied and close the
USRAnalyzer. Alternatively, she may want to get additional reviews. Then, she can run the
USRAnalyzer again by clicking the Finder link below the name of the USRAnalyzer (see Figure
9). The interaction between it and Kin will repeat the steps illustrated above. In this way, Kin can
use the USRAnalyzer as long as she wants.

As a final note, the review texts displayed in Figure 9 are downloaded from
tripadviser.com. We did not download the names of the reviewers since they are not the major
issue for the USRAnalyzer. We assigned an automatic number (e.g. 5#) to each review according
to its order in the downloading. Thus, the number of a review in the final result identifies the
review. In Figure 9, the readers can see that the USRAnalyzer presents the final desirable
reviews by their relevance levels rather than their stored orders. Thus, this use case provides the
strong evidence that supports the USRAnalyzer’s efficacy in offering dynamic personalized
utility-sensitive analysis (DPUSRA).
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4.3 USRAnalyzer Architecture

In this section, we present our proposed general-purpose architecture for the
USRAnalyzer, which aligns with its overview model we presented in section 4.1. In Figure 10,
we outline the USRAnalyzer architecture including Graphic User Interface (GUI, front end) and
Back End. The GUI includes three modules (module 1, 4, and 6) which are User Search
Initiation, User Relevance Criterion, and Helpful Review Presentation. The Back End also
consists of three modules (module 2, 3, 5) which are Input Processing, Relevance Evaluation,
and Review Selection. So, there are totally six modules functioning seamlessly to interact with
consumers and provide personalized helpful reviews. Each module contains one or two
component(s). In following sub-sections, we describe each module in detail.

The readers may notice that in Figure 10, we shade the Language Translator component
of module 1, Input Processing. This is because our prototype has not implemented that
component for this reason: We want to evaluate the core functionality of the USRAnalyzer in our
experiments described in chapter 7. The Language Translator component is a useful but not a
core function of the USRAnalyzer. To facilitate website designers to apply the USRAnalyzer, we
have provided it with the capability to work with many software tools that provide advanced
language translation. A very useful tool of language translation is Google Search. The
USRAnalyzer can easily work with the language translation tools to accomplish the task of the
Language Translator.
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4.3.1 User Search Initiation

A user starts a search for helpful reviews at the Input Receiver of the User Search
Initiation module. Here, the Input Receiver prompts the consumer to input his/her need. This is
regarded as the most effective way for the USRAnalyzer to execute its tasks accurately (Fasolo
et al., 2005; Wang & Benbasat, 2009; Reisen & Hoffrage, 2010). Also, the Input Receiver allows
the consumer to input the need in her/his own style without imposing any restriction. Such
flexibility is a key for effective consumer decision support (Atahan & Sarkar, 2011; Armentano
et al., 2006; Song et al., 2007).
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When the Input Receiver receives the user’s input, the Language Translator will run if the
input is in a natural language different from the natural language used by the reviews. In such
case, the User Search Initiation module will past the translated user input to the Input Processing
module (see section 4.3.2). If there is not a need for language translation, the Language
Translator will not run. And, the User Search Initiation module will past the user input directly to
the Input Processing module.

4.3.2 Input Processing

The Input Processing module runs when it receives the user input or the translated user
input from the User Search Initiation module. The Keyphrase Extractor runs to extract the key
phrases from the user input. A key phrase is typically a noun phrase that expresses the user need.
But, a phrase in the user input may not be a key phrase (Baroni & Lenci, 2010). Take this user
input as example, “I want to find the reviews about how good the Internet connection is at the
hotel.” The phrase “I want to find” tells little about the user need. But, the phrase “how good the
Internet connection is” expresses that the user need; that is, the user wants the hotel provides
good Internet connection. A useful review should be relevant to that user need. So, key-phrase
extraction is critical for the USRAnalyzer to personalize helpful reviews. Web personalization
(WP) research has shown that a WP artifact needs to extract the noun phrases from the user
input. They together express the need of the user (Baroni & Lenci, 2010; Song et al., 2007;
Zettlemoyer & Collins, 2009). The types of noun phrases include adjective+noun (e.g. friendly
staffs), noun+verb (e.g. Internet connect), noun+verb+adjective|noun (e.g. hotel provides good
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WiFi). The USRAnalyzer can extract all those noun phrases using the common noun-phrase
extraction approach used by WP research.

Many WP researches have proposed methods to identify noun phrases in user inputs. The
methods commonly involve part-of-speech (POS) analysis of the user input. Then, the nounphrases are extracted according to the analysis (Haddoud & Abdeddaïm, 2014). Many text
processing tools include the POS analysis; the examples include IBM Watson and SAS Text
Miner. So far, the common POS approach implemented in those tools represents advanced
implementation of POS technology. The Keyphrase Extractor uses the common POS approach
utilized in natural language processing to accomplish the none-phrase extraction task. The
extracted none-phrases will be used by the Relevance Evaluation and the Review Selection
(section 4.3.3 and section 4.3.4).

After the Keyphrase Extractor extracts the noun phrases, the Input Modifier extends the
key phrases in order to produce the appropriate coverage of relevant reviews. Particularly, the
Input Modifier extends the noun phrases with synonyms and acronyms since many reviews may
not use the exact words used in the user input. Instead, the reviews use the synonyms and
acronyms in the noun phrases. Therefore, like other web personalization artifacts, the
USRAnalyzer needs to identify the reviews that use synonyms and acronyms in the noun phrases
because those reviews should be relevant to the user input (Cao et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2014).
The Input Modifier extends the noun phrases with lexicon-based input processing approach for
the reason presented as following.
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In section 2.1, we discussed input processing techniques of three types: model-based,
feedback-based, and lexicon-based. The lexicon-based is the best for the USRAnalyzer because
model-based approach requires predefined consumer models and is suitable for record-based
personalization (Rattenbury & Naaman, 2009; Rendle, 2012). Yet, the USRAnalyzer is an
interactive web personalization artifact. Its users are often first-time visitors. They have not
conducted the past visits on which the user models are derived. For similar reason, the feedbackbased approach is not suitable for the USRAnalyzer. Additionally, several researches have
suggested that feedback-based approach tends to impose burden on users. Since feedback-based
approach typically requires the users refine their inputs, the users may feel burdensome to do so
(Rendle, 2012; Song et al., 2007; Wang & Benbasat, 2009; Wang et al., 2014). Therefore, we
employ lexicon-based input processing. The Input Modifier can work with freely-available
online lexicon repositories, e.g. thesaurus.com and WordNet. Moreover, the Input Modifier can
work with multiple natural languages (e.g. English, Japanese, Chinese, Spanish, and German)
when the Language Translator is implemented. So, the USRAnalyzer is a multi-lingual web
personalization artifact and has broad practical utility (Ambati & Uppuluri, 2006; Cao et al.,
2007).

4.3.3 Relevance Evaluation

When the Input Modifier finishes input processing, the Relevance Evaluator conducts the
initial assessment on the relevance of each review in the review pool. The objective is to identify
the set of relevant reviews or the relevant set. In other words, the Relevance Evaluator performs
only the initial relevance assessment out of the two relevance assessments performed by the
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USRAnalyzer. It performs relevance evaluation twice (two rounds), and the Relevance Evaluator
performs the first round. Two-round evaluation can significantly improve the accuracy of the
output helpful reviews. Often, a single evaluation produces large errors. And, the effective way
to reduce them is to perform relevance evaluation multiple times. Smyth & Balfe (2006)
demonstrated that a web personalization system can achieve much higher accuracy by
performing relevance evaluation twice. The second evaluation can significant improve the result
from the first evaluation, and thus, raise evaluation accuracy. Other researches have drawn
similar conclusion (e.g. Leveling & Jones, 2010; Ogilvie et al., 2009). Thus, we propose that the
USRAnalyzer performs relevance evaluation twice. The Relevance Evaluator performs the initial
evaluation. Then, the Relevance Ranker (see section 4.3.4) performs the second assessment. The
initial evaluation executes our proposed DPSO-KM algorithm (see section 5.1). Here we provide
a brief discussion the Directed Particle Swarm Optimization and K-Means (DPSO-KM)
algorithm that extends the prior PSO-KM algorithm proposed by web personalization research.

Web personalization research uses dozen approaches to identify the relevant reviews.
Main approaches are clustering and Support Vector Machine (SVM). SVM is more appropriate
to evaluate the relevance of long texts with more than 200 words. Clustering not only works well
for long texts, but also is particularly suitable to relevance evaluation of short texts (less than 200
words) (Cagnina et al., 2014; Labroche et al., 2003). Recently, the Particle Swarm Optimization
and K-Means (PSO-KM) approach has been proven high effective and efficiency for relevance
evaluation of short texts (Cagnina et al., 2014; Cui & Potok, 2005). The PSO-KM is a global
optimization method for webpage relevance evaluation. The method first performs a global
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search to determine the initial centroids. Then, K-Mean uses them to iteratively produce the final
clusters. In our current research, the Relevance Evaluator evaluates online reviews that mix
predominant short texts with a small number of long texts. Thus, the PSO-KM approach with
appropriate improvement is very suitable for the Relevance Evaluator. In section 5.1, we will
present our proposed Directed Particle Swarm Optimization and K-Means (DPSO-KM)
algorithm that improves the PSO-KM approach. The Relevance Evaluator runs the DPSO-KM to
produce the relevant reviews, which are then stored in the Potential Useful Reviews storage
(Figure 10).

4.3.4 User Relevance Criterion, Review Selection, Helpful Review Presentation

The User Relevance Criterion module (module 4 in Figure 10) runs when the relevant
reviews have stored by the Relevance Evaluator. The Relevant Level Selector interfaces with the
user after the Relevance Evaluator produces the relevant set. The Relevant Level Selector allows
the user to select the desirable relevance level. A user-determined desirable relevance can more
accurately represent the user’s need than a system-determined desirable relevance. The latter
approach often imposes a stiff criterion that is not suitable to individual users (Atahan & Sarkar,
2011; Micarelli & Sciarrone, 2004). That is the reason why the Relevant Level Selector allows
the user to select the desirable relevance level from the list of relevance levels such as very high,
high, medium, and low. Such relevance levels can adapt a wide range of desirable relevance
options.
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When the user submits the desirable relevance level, the Relevant Level Selector passes it
to the Relevant Ranker in the Review Selection module (module 5). The Relevance Ranker runs
our proposed Review Utility Ranking (RURanking) algorithm (see section 5.2) to produce the
ranked list of the relevant reviews with the most helpful reviews at the top of the list.

When the Relevant Ranker outputs the desirable helpful reviews, the Helpful Review
Producer in module 5 extracts the reviews from the Potential Useful Reviews storage that stores
the relevant reviews produced by the Relevance Evaluator in module 3 (see section 4.3.3). Then,
the Helpful Review Producer passes the extracted reviews to the Helpful Review Presentation
module (module 6) where the Real-time Visualizer presents the user with the review outputs.
Notably, all final helpful reviews need to meet the desirable relevance level criterion; that is, the
relevance level of any helpful review output is greater than or equal to the desirable relevance
level (dj).
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CHAPTER 5 ALGORITHMS

In section 4.3.3, we presented that the Relevance Evaluation module in the USRAnalyzer
architecture runs our proposed algorithm of the Directed Particle Swarm Optimization and KMeans (DPSO-KM) to accomplish the initial relevance assessment. In section 4.3.4, we
discussed that the Review Selection module runs our proposed Review Utility Ranking
(RURanking) algorithm to rank the relevant reviews by relevance level. In this chapter, we
present the two algorithms, the DPSO-KM algorithm in section 5.1 and the RURanking
algorithm in section 5.2.

5.1 Directed Particle Swarm Optimization and K-Means Algorithm

We have proposed the Directed Particle Swarm Optimization and K-Means (DPSO-KM)
algorithm that is an extension of the Particle Swarm Optimization and K-Means (PSO-KM)
method proposed by prior research. In this section, we discuss PSO-KM method in sub-section
5.1.1, and present our proposed DPSO-KM algorithm in sub-section 5.1.2. Also, we provide an
overview of K-Means clustering in Appendix I.

5.1.1 Prior PSO-KM Method

In section 4.3.3, we introduced prior PSO-KM method. Several PSO-KM proposals
appeared in prior research. Although different proposals are different in the heuristics used to
perform the global search known as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), all the proposals follow
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the same general procedure. In this sub-section, we discuss the common PSO-KM procedure on
the basis of Cagnina et al. (2014) and Cui & Potok (2005).

The PSO-KM method includes two main procedures, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
and K-Means (KM). The PSO procedure is a stochastic optimization algorithm performing
global search to identify the centroids for KM procedure. The PSO uses the cluster vector space
(CVS) where a potential clustering solution is a cluster vector. Typically, the vector consists of
the terms identified by the key-phrase selection (refer to section 4.3.2 for detail). Most time, the
terms are weighed, and the weights are calculated by TF-IDF algorithm:

(F1)

In F1, whg is the weight of term g; ft,hg is the frequency of term g in webpage h; fp,hg is the
frequency of term g in the webpage collection; N is the number of the webpages in the
collection.

The POS global search is an iterative process designed to achieve the best fitness value of
the cluster vectors each of which is evaluated by some validation measures known as Internal
Clustering Validity Measures (ICVMs) (Cagnina et al., 2014). The ICVMs are a set of measures
that can provide statistical validation of the results produced by the global search. The validation
is performed in every iteration cycle during which a cluster vector represents a position in the
CVS. The position must meet the requirement of the global best position called swarm and the
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local best position called particle. In a subsequent iteration cycle, the particles move according to
the updating functions:
vid = w (vid + ɤ1 (ld – pid ) + ɤ2 (sd – pid ))

(F2)

pid = pid + vid

(F3)

In F2 and F3, vid is the velocity of particle i at the dimension d; w is the inertia factor to
balance particle and swarm; ɤ1 is a so-called personal learning factor to ensure optimal particle;
ɤ2 is a so-called social learning factor to ensure optimal swarm; pid is the position of the particle i
at the dimension d; ld is the particle at the dimension d; sd is the swarm at the dimension d. In the
literature, there are different versions of F2 while F3 is commonly used. The difference between
two F2 versions generally comes from the difference between the corresponding PSO heuristics.

The goal of the PSO is to ensure global optimization of the K-Means (KM) procedure
which is performed by using the centroids produced by the PSO. The researches generally use
the KM procedure as implemented by data mining and statistic software packages (e.g. SAS and
SPSS). The KM usually employs the Euclidean distance for similarity measure (Cagnina et al.,
2014; Cui & Potok, 2005). In Appendix I, we give a detailed discussion on K-Means clustering.
It is the most popular clustering technique with very effective performance.

According to Cagnina et al. (2014), the PSO-KM is the most accurate algorithm for
webpage relevance evaluation. However, the PSO tends to be computationally expensive when
the webpage collection is large. Thus, the researchers have attempted to improve the efficiency
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of the PSO (Cagnina et al., 2014; Cui & Potok, 2005). Although Cagnina et al. (2014) proposed,
according to the researchers, the most efficient PSO, their proposal still involved complex
computation. Because utility-sensitive review analysis (USRA) is usually performed on a large
review pool, the PSO cannot meet the efficiency requirement. Therefore, we propose the DPSOKM algorithm (see section 5.1.2) to eliminate the inefficiency of the PSO. At the same time, the
DPSO-KM algorithm preserves the effectiveness of the PSO-KM method.

5.1.2 Proposed DPSO-KM Algorithm

In section 5.1.1, we discussed that the PSO-KM is the most effective method for
identifying relevant reviews from a large review pool. However, the PSO procedure tends to be
inefficient, and ongoing research effort is attempted to improve the efficiency. To eliminate the
inefficiency of the current PSO method, we propose the Directed Particle Swarm Optimization
and K-Means (DPSO-KM) algorithm. Indicated by its name, the DPSO-KM improves the PSO
by our proposed DPSO that utilizes the left join of online review rg and expanded consumer input
c. In other words, our proposed DPSO-KM does not perform global search, and thus, does not
use F1, F2, and F3 (refer to section 5.1.1).

Also, our DPSO-KM utilizes the KM method G-means proposed by Hamerly & Elkan
(2004). Their method iteratively identifies the optimal centroids by using initial centroids. In
each KM iteration cycle, the G-means method replaces some initial centroid with two new
centroids when the cluster is not approximate to the Gaussian criterion commonly used in
statistical analysis. Such centroid replacement will iterate until each resultant cluster is
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approximate to the Gaussian criterion. The algorithm of G-means is presented in Figure 11,
which comes from the Algorithm 1 provided by Hamerly & Elkan (2004). We use the G-means
for two main reasons. First, the G-means is widely used in information retrieval and has proven
to be very effective (Manning et al., 2008). Second, the G-means can help ensure high accuracy
of the output of relevant reviews, i.e., relevant set RS. This advantage of the G-means is
supported not only by Manning et al. (2008), but also by our trail-and-error design process. Our
design experience have shown that the G-means KM method can achieve higher accuracy of
review relevance evaluation than support vector machine (SVM) method and other KM methods
(e.g. MacQueen algorithm and Lloyd-Forgy algorithm; refer to Appendix I of this paper).

In Figure 12, we present the heuristic of our proposed DPSO-KM starting with retrieving
the review pool RP stored in the review repository of the review website. Then, the algorithm
uses rg (rg ϵ RP) to represent a review in RP, c to represent the expanded user input, and χL to
represent the left join operator. Also, the DPSO-KM use J for the set of initial cluster centroids
used by the K-Means procedure, ag (ag ϵ J) for an initial centroid, Ψ for a set of clusters produced
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by the KM procedure, Mh (Mh ϵ Ψ) for the cluster h generated by the KM, and RS for the
relevant set.

The main procedure of the DPSO-KM starts at Line 1 where the set of initial centroids is
empty since the KM has not run yet. From Line 2 through Line 7, the DPSO-KM loops through
each review in RP to evaluate the intersection of each review g and the expanded consumer input
c (Line 3). In general, if the intersection takes a large portion of c, the review g is highly relevant
to the user input. This ensures the left join ag (Line 4) to be highly relevant to the user input, and
thus, meet the swarm criterion of the prior PSO-KM method (refer to section 5.1.1). To ensure
high relevance, the DPSO-KM uses to produce the left joins, only reviews that have a large
intersection with c; that is, |rg ∩ c| / |c| > s (the significant value). The s can be given the value
0.1 according to the common practice of the text mining (Berry & Linoff, 2010). If the
intersection takes a larger portion greater than s (Line 3), the DPSO-KM outputs the left join ag
of rg and c (Line 4). Then, ag is added to the set (J) of left joins (Line 5). The following example,
Example I, illustrates the loop from Line 2 through Line 7.

Example I:
Suppose the expanded user input c and the review r5 (r5 ϵ RP) are as following:
c = “friendly/courteous staffs/employees, comfortable/comfy beds”
r5 = “I was welcomed by friendly staffs and clean rooms.”
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Then, since the intersection of r5 and c contains only one phrase, i.e. “friendly staffs,” yet
c contains two phrases separated by the comma. Therefore,
|r5 ∩ c|/|c| = |friendly staffs|/|c| = 1/2 = 0.5 > 0.1

Because the intersection takes a larger portion than 0.1, the DPSO-KM produces the left
join (a5  r5 χL c) as the following,
a5 = “I was welcomed by friendly staffs and clean rooms.”

Then, the a5 given above is added to the set J that will be used as the set of initial
centroids in the following K-Means procedure.

We shall stress that in Line 5, the DPSO-KM produces the J containing all the left outer
joins meeting the criterion give in Line 6. Then, the algorithm uses J as the set of initial centroids
for K-Means (KM) that starts at Line 8. The KM is an iterative process performed in Line 8. The
readers may refer to Figure 11, the G-means algorithm, which our KM procedure executes.

Specifically, in Line 8, the DPSO-KM performs the KM iterative procedure using the
review pool RP and J as the set of initial centroids. In the first iteration cycle, the KM procedure
produces a set of initial clusters each of which centers an initial centroid ag. Then, each initial
cluster is evaluated for whether it is approximate to the Gaussian criterion. If an initial cluster is
approximate to the Gaussian criterion, then that initial centroid is kept. If an initial cluster is not
approximate to the Gaussian criterion, then two new centroids will be found.
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Then, the second KM iteration cycle is executed using the new set of centroids that was
produced by the first iteration. The second KM iteration cycle repeats the same procedure as
used in the first iteration cycle to produce a new set of clusters. Then, each cluster produced by
the second iteration cycle is evaluated for whether it is approximate to the Gaussian criterion. If
there is still some centroid that does not meet the criterion, the KM starts the third iteration cycle.
At the end of the third KM iteration cycle, if there is still some centroid that does not meet the
criterion, the fourth KM iteration cycle will be started.

In the same fashion described above, each new KM iteration cycle refines the clusters
produced by the previous iteration cycle. At the end of the new iteration cycle, each cluster is
evaluated for whether it is approximate to the Gaussian criterion. If a cluster is not approximate
to the Gaussian criterion, then two new centroids are found. The KM iteration cycle will
continue until ending at a set of review clusters each of which is approximate to the Gaussian
criterion.
When the KM iteration ends, it produces a set (Ψ) of review clusters (refer to Line 8).
Some resultant clusters contain left join ag ϵ J while other clusters do not contain it. Intuitively, if
a review cluster Mh (Line 11) contains the left join, the reviews in that cluster are relevant to the
user input. Thus, if a review cluster Mh contains the left join ag ϵ J, Mh will be added to the
relevant set RS (Line 12).
In contrast, other KM-output clusters do not contain left join ag (ag ϵ J). Those clusters
consist of the reviews that are irrelevant to the user. Thus, the DPSO-KM rejects those clusters
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(Line 14). Finally, at the end of the loop from Line 10 to Line 14, the DPSO-KM outputs the
relevant set RS that will be used by our proposed RURanking algorithm described in section 5.2.

To illustrate the capability of our proposed DPSO-KM algorithm, we provide a simple
example, Example II, next.

Example II:

Suppose the expanded user input c and the four reviews in the review pool RP are as
following:
c = “friendly/courteous staffs/employees, comfortable/comfy beds”
r5 = “I was welcomed by friendly staffs and clean rooms.”
r37 = “The beds are too small, so you may not get rest.”
r218 = “There are specious rooms and quite environment.”
r632 = “We enjoyed comfortable beds and courteous employees.”

Therefore, the intersection of each review (r5, r37, r218, and r632) and c is as following:
|r5 ∩ c|/|c| = 1/2 = 0.5
|r37 ∩ c|/|c| = 0/2 = 0
|r218 ∩ c|/|c| = 0/2 = 0
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|r632 ∩ c|/|c| = 2/2=1

Notably, the second and the third intersections are empty because no phrase of the
expanded user input c is included in r37 and r218. Thus, the DPSO-KM produces two left joins,
a5  r5 χL c and a632  r632 χL c as following,
a5 = “I was welcomed by friendly staffs and clean rooms.”
a632 = “We enjoyed comfortable beds and courteous employees.”

Then, the set (J) of initial centroids for the KM consists of a5 and a632:

J = {a5, a632}

Next, the KM iterative process starts. In the first interaction cycle, the KM produces two
clusters supposed to look like Cluster (1) and Cluster (2), which are presented in Figure 13.
Supposing also that Cluster (1) is approximate to the Gaussian criterion and that Cluster(2) is
not. Thus, the DPSO-KM keeps a632 while finding two new centroids.
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Let’s suppose the new centroids are a11 (a11 ϵ RP) and a953 (a953 ϵ RP). Then, the DPSOKM performs the second iteration cycle using a632, a11, a953 as the centroids. Let’s also suppose
that the second KM iteration outputs three clusters as shown in Figure 14. And, they are all
approximate the Gaussian criterion. Thus, the KM iteration ends when the three clusters are
output.

Let’s suppose the three resultant clusters are M1, M2, and M3 as depicted in Figure 14.
Since M2 does not contain left join (i.e. a5 or a632), the DPSO-KM rejects M2. However, M1
contains left join a632 and M3 contains left join a5 (a5 = r5) Thus, the DPSO-KM adds M1 and M3
to get the set of relevant review (RS). The output RS may look like Figure 15:
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In summary, given the description and examples above, we can see that the final output
RS can be seen as a maximum set of reviews relevant to the user input. And, the reviews in the
RS meeting PSO-KM’s requirement of the global best relevant set called swarm and the local
best relevant set called particle (refer to section 5.1.1). This is because the RS is highly relevant
to the expanded user input c while the output the Ψ does not. Consequently, the RS amounts to
the final PSO-KM output that is optimal.

The DPSO-KM heuristic has three advantages compared to the PSO-KM. First, it
eliminates the global search on which the latter relies. Thus, our proposed DPSO-KM is more
efficient than the PSO-KM since the PSO’s global search is inefficient (see section 5.1.1).
Second, the DPSO-KM does not use predefined threshold, eliminating the need for threshold
configuration. Thus, the DPSO-KM is much easier to use than the PSO-KM since threshold
configuration requires extensive testing and complex heuristics. Third, the previous advantages
of the DPSO-KM make its implementation and maintenance simpler comparing to the PSO-KM.
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5.2 Review Utility Ranking Algorithm

In section 4.3.4, we mentioned that the Relevance Ranker runs our proposed Review
Utility Ranking (RURanking) algorithm to rank the relevant reviews by relevance level. In this
section, we present the Review Utility Ranking (RURanking) algorithm to rank each review in
the relevant set RS output by our DPSO-KM algorithm (see section 5.1.2). The RURanking
algorithm evaluates the similarity between relevant review and the expanded consumer input. In
general, the RURanking can utilize any similarity measure used by web personalization research.
For example, many researches use Jaccard index or cosine similarity (Baeza-Yates & RibeiroNeto, 2011; Kopliku et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2009). But, similarity measures for short text (less
than 200 words) is superior over the other similarity measures in our case since consumer inputs
and majority online reviews tend to be short text. Therefore, we consider the popular similarity
measure of the Web-based Similarity Kernel (WSK) contributed by Sahami & Heilman (2006).
Its Function is as F4:

(F4)

In F4, pg is gth noun-phrase in the expanded user input; rj is jth relevant review; pfg,j is the
frequency of noun-phrase pg in review rj; T is the total number of the reviews in the review pool;
rfg is frequency of noun-phrase pg in the review pool.

Although the WSK given by F4 is a very popular similarity measure for short texts, yet it
is not adequate for our proposed RURanking algorithm. We previously discussed that online
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reviews tend to be short texts. Still, some reviews exceed 200 words considered as long texts.
Thus, we need to extend the WSK so that the RURanking can appropriately evaluate the
similarity between user input and long review.

Therefore, we propose an extension of WSK and name the extension as ExWSK (see
following formula ExWSK) which includes the same parameters as WSK (F4). However, the
WSK does not include pfg,j in the log operation whereas ExWSK includes pfg,j in its log
operation. The ExWSK can thus accommodate the long reviews. This is because log operation is
less sensitive to the redundant counts of the noun-phrases in the reviews (Hamilton, 2012). When
the reviews in a review pool are all short text, the redundant counts can be regarded as minimum.
In such case, the WSK is adequate. But, a review pool may contain some long reviews that mix
with short reviews. Since long review tends to increase the opportunity for repeating nounphrases, the redundant counts of the noun-phrases cannot be regarded as minimum. They may
inflate the pfg,j and the WSK. Yet, the redundant counts will have less influence on ExWSK
since its log operation is less sensitive to the redundancy.

Extending the WSK, the ExWSK not only preserves the advantage of the WSK but also
improves its capability of conducting proper similarity evaluation in the cases of short and long
reviews. Consistent with the parameters of WSK, the ExWSK include parameter pg as gth nounphrase in the expanded user input; rj is jth relevant review; pfg,j is the frequency of noun-phrase pg
in review rj; T is the total number of the reviews in the relevant set RS; rfg is frequency of nounphrase pg in the relevant set RS.
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In Figure 16, we present the heuristic of the RURanking. Line 01 through Line 03 counts
T, pfg,j , and rfg respectively to find the frequencies used by the ExWSK. At Line 05, a loop starts
to run ExWSK (Line 6) when rfg is not zero. In Line 05 through Line 12, the loop adds into the
desirable set DS, the review rj when the similarity between rj and pg is greater than or equal to the
cutoff point δ. Otherwise, the review is rejected. The cutoff point δ is in fact the desirable
relevance level dj selected by the consumer via the User Relevance Criterion interface of the
USRAnalyzer. Thus, the final desirable set DS satisfies dj selected by the user. The
USRAnalyzer will present the user all the reviews in DS, which are sorted in the order of
descending similarity to the use input (Line 13 and Line 14).

Unlike prior relevance ranking algorithm proposed by web personalization (WP)
research, the RURanking algorithm utilizes the desirable relevance level dj instead of a
predefined threshold. Thus, the RURanking is consumer-centric and better satisfies consumer
need. Furthermore, the RURanking is easier to use and maintain than the prior algorithm; the
RURanking eliminates the need for complex configuration and maintenance of predefined
threshold.
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CHAPTER 6 IMPLEMENTATION

In the previous chapters, we presented the USRAnalyzer’s overview model (chapter 4),
architecture (chapter 4), and two algorithms (chapter 5). This chapter introduces the
implementation of the USRAnalyzer prototype, which is an instance of the proposed
USRAnalyzer architecture (section 4.3). The Language Translator component has not been
implemented in the prototype because the evaluations presented in Chapter 7 should focus on the
main functions of the USRAnalyzer. In Figure 10 (see section 4.3), we presented that the
USRAnalyzer consists of two major functional blocks, user interface (front end) and back end.
We present their implementations in section 6.1 (user interface) and section 6.2 (back end).

6.1 User Interface Implementation

The USRAnalyzer prototype interfaces with consumers via interactive webpages, which
provide users with user-friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI). Two examples of the user
interface are given by Figure 6 and Figure 7 (see section 4.2), which present the interaction
between the consumer and the USRAnalyzer. Figure 6 exemplifies the Home window of the user
interface, and Figure 7 shows the Feedback window. The Home window provides the first
interaction when a user runs the USRAnalyzer. The Feedback window displays additional
interaction where the USRAnalyzer provides more flexibility to satisfy the need of the consumer.
The Home and Feedback windows indicate that our USRAnalyzer prototype fulfills the research
goal that the USRAnalyzer is an interactive web personalization artifact.
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Additionally, the user interface interacts with the back end of the USRAnalyzer
prototype. The interaction between the GUI and the back end is supported by seven web 2.0
technology frameworks: PHP, JavaScript, XHTML, XML, CSS, C++, and MySQL. PHP is a
popular language for building server-side web application with the capability of dynamic web
services. PHP enables the USRAnalyzer prototype to serve consumer need via the web server.
XHTML and CSS have become the universal languages working hand-in-hand, which enables
consumers to use the USRAnalyzer via their own web browsers (e.g. Internet Explorer, Mozilla
FireFox, and Google Chrome). C++ is an advanced Microsoft .NET framework that can work
with the other six frameworks seamlessly to offer personalized helpful reviews. MySQL is a
popular language for creating and managing relational databases. The USRAnalyzer stores its
structure data (data placed in tables) in MySQL database. XML is a framework for managing
unstructured data (e.g. texts). XML is the most-used language for data exchange via the Internet.
The USRAnalyzer manages its unstructured data in XML database.

Build on the seven advanced web 2.0 frameworks, the USRAnalyzer prototype can be
implemented on any web server providing online reviews to personalize helpful reviews
satisfying consumers’ needs. Thus, the prototype indicates wide application of the USRAnalyzer.

6.2 Back End Implementation

We implement the back end by integrating C++ and R frameworks. They provide
powerful functionality to the USRAnalyzer that can thus be implemented as web-based artifact
with effective and efficient web processing capability. Powered by C++ and R, the USRAnalyzer
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prototype can execute NLP tasks and machine learning tasks adequately to support web-based
consumer decision support.

Moreover, the back end of the prototype can interact with both external lexicon
repositories (e.g. WordNet or thesaurus.com) and internal lexicon repositories (e.g. the internal
lexicon base that we built). From the trails-and-errors design process we went through, we have
learned that an internal lexicon-base can help reduce Internet related issues that have undue
influence on the performance of the USRAnalyzer. Internet issues include Internet connectivity
issue, traffic jam, and security issue.

For the reasons described above, the USRAnalyzer prototype utilizes the internal lexicon
base we built and used in our lab. For experimental evaluations, our internal lexicon base
contains 132,761 relevant terms selected from thesaurus.com and WordNet. For the same reason,
we downloaded 37,540 reviews on 8 services from tripadvisor.com and 100,460 reviews on 16
products from amazon.com. The selected reviews populate our internal review repository used
in the experimental evaluations. When we downloaded the reviews, we removed the information
associated with the reviews (e.g. author’s names were removed). The associated information is
not important for the USRAnalyzer.

Finally, the back end of the prototype implements our proposed DPSO-KM and
RURanking algorithms as presented by the pseudo codes (refer to chapter 5, Figure 7 and Figure
8). We implement these two algorithms in R and C++. Particularly, all quantitative calculations
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are implemented in R while the functions such as database connectivity and process control are
implemented mainly in C++.
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CHAPTER 7 EXPERIMENT EVELUATIONS

According to the Design Evaluation guideline proposed by Hevner et al. (2004), rigorous
evaluation of design science (DS) artifact is critical for its utility. The evaluation requires
appropriate metric and method.

In this chapter, we present the experimental evaluation of our research solution using the
USRAnalyzer prototype (refer to Chapter 6 for its implementation). Specifically, we discuss the
two experiments, which execute the evaluations of USRAnalyzer’s effectiveness and efficiency.
Using two large sets of real-world online reviews, the experimental evaluations contribute to
literature what we believe, the first comprehensive evaluation of utility-sensitive review analysis
(USRA) and web personalization (WP) artifacts.

The structure of this chapter is as following. In section 7.1, we present the overview of
the two experiments. In section 7.2, we discuss the evaluation measures used in the two
experiments. Then, we describe the first experiment, Experiment I, in section 7.3 and the second
experiment, Experiment II, in section 7.4. In section 7.5, we discuss the implications of the two
experiments.

7.1 Overview of Experiments

Two experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the USRAnalyzer using
its prototype and real-world online reviews. Both experiments were designed to evaluate the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed solution.
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The first experiment used service reviews while the second experiment used product
reviews. Thus, the evaluation assessed the utility of the USRAnalyzer to both service and
product industries. We used simulated consumer inputs that were amounted to real-world
consumer inputs (Geiger & Schader, 2014). Each simulated consumer input was corresponded to
a gold relevant set (GRS), which is a relevant set RS amounted to the set of relevant reviews
selected by real-world consumers. Web personalization research commonly uses a gold relevant
set (GRS) as the standard to evaluate the accuracy of the relevant set selected by a web
personalization artifact (Torkestani et al., 2012). In the absence of GRS, we asked 17 industrial
experts to manually construct it for our experiments. Hereinafter, we refer to a simulated
consumer input as ch. We denote the GRS corresponding to ch as GRSh. It is equivalent to the
high desirable relevant set that the real-world consumer will select from the review pool. Also,
the USRAnalyzer prototype outputs a desirable relevant set. We denote it as the system desirable
set (SDSh). In the two experiments, the performance of the USRAnalyzer prototype was assessed
by comparing SDSh to GRSh.

It is common for web personalization research to simulate consumer inputs and gold
relevant sets for experimental evaluations (Geiger & Schader, 2014; Torkestani et al., 2012).
Such approach is considered to be the best approach for producing reliable and generalizable
evaluation results in web personalization research. Thus, we adopted such approach in the two
experiments. Moreover, it is prohibitively expensive for us to collect a high volume of real-world
consumer inputs. And, it is almost impossible for an actual consumer to manually identify the
GRS from over thousand online reviews. Thus, to obtain adequate consumer inputs ch and
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reliable GRSh, we have to construct them (Geiger & Schader, 2014; Ghorab et al., 2013; Shani &
Gunawardana, 2011). The ch and GRSh were constructed by industry experts, and thus, helped
improve the validation, reliability, and generalizability of our experimental evaluations.

7.2 Evaluation Metrics

This section discusses the evaluation metrics used in the two experiments, Experiment I
(section 7.3) and Experiment II (section 7.4). According to the literature, web personalization
research should evaluate two aspects related to the performance of proposed design science
artifacts, effectiveness and efficiency (Lee & Kozar, 2012; Palmer, 2002). Effectiveness requires
the USRAnalyzer to accurately identify the SDSh. Efficiency requires the USRAnalyzer utilizes
minimum resources to generate outputs. Prior web personalization research has mostly focused
on effectiveness evaluation (Ghorab et al., 2013). In contrast, we evaluated both effectiveness
and efficiency, using popular evaluation metrics in web personalization research.

The most-used metric for effectiveness evaluation is precision (p). Other frequently-used
metrics include recall (r) and F-Measure (f) (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 2011; Geiger &
Schader, 2014). Precision (p) is the percentage of the retrieved reviews that are relevant to
consumer need. Recall (r) is the percentage of the relevant reviews retrieved by the system. Fmeasure (f) is expressed as f = 2pr/(p + r). We used two metrics p and f for three main reasons.
First, precision is most used in web personalization research. Second, there are often trade-offs
between precision and recall (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 2011; Lee et al., 2012). Therefore,
using precision only in experimental evaluations may be inadequate. To improve the validity of
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our experimental evaluations, we used metric f since it could balance precision and recall. Using
f enabled us to assess the ability of the USRAnalyzer to achieve optimal accuracy in terms of
adequate precision and recall (Baeza-Yates & Ribeiro-Neto, 2011).

To evaluate the efficiency of the USRAnalyzer, we used the search time (t) metric, which
is the time elapsed between submission of consumer request and output from the system. We do
not count the time for consumer’s activity (e.g., user inputting and user selecting). The t metric is
equivalent to the metric of speed of data display that is the efficiency measure proposed by Lee
et al. (2012). They also proposed other efficiency metrics such as navigation speed and pageloading speed. We did not use those metrics because they are more relevant to a complete web
system. The USRAnalyzer serves as an analytical component of an entire website. The
USRAnalyzer does not have control page-load and navigation speeds. Hence, the search time (t)
is sufficient for the efficiency evaluation of the USRAnalyzer.

7.3 Experiment I
Experiment I was focused on USRAnalyzer’s performance in handling service reviews.
We used the online reviews of Rosen Inn International (RII) hotel, which were downloaded from
tripadvisor.com, the most popular website for tourist services. In this section, we present the data
collection used in Experiment I (section 7.3.1), the design of Experiment I (section 7.3.2), and
the outcomes of Experiment I (section 7.3.3).
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7.3.1 Experiment I Data Collection

Experiment I utilized the online reviews of Rosen Inn International (RII) hotel located in
Orlando, Florida, USA. The review pool contained 3321 reviews of which the experiment I
utilized 1227. We used a subset of the review pool for two reasons. First, the USRAnalyzer
prototype has not implemented the Language Translation component of the proposed
USRAnalyzer architecture (refer to section 4.3.1). Thus, the two experiments (Experiment I and
Experiment II) were conducted by using online reviews written in English. The 3321 reviews in
the RII review pool were not all written in English. Among them, only 1395 reviews are written
in English. The review pool used in Experiment I came from the1395 English reviews. Second,
we avoided reviews having spelling errors because they could have undue influence on the
evaluation results. Among the 1395 reviews, about 12% had spelling errors detected by the
spelling checks. We rejected those erroneous reviews and obtained 1227 RII reviews that were
written in English and adequate spelling.

As an additional note, we extracted only the content of the reviews and did not use
reviewers’ names and star rates companying with the reviews. Since the objective of the
USRAnalyzer is to find helpful review content satisfying consumer needs, reviewers’ names and
star rates are irrelevant to the two experimental evaluations. Moreover, most review websites
present the star rates and the summarized rates prominently. For example, tripadvisor.com
provides rate summarizations for RII (Figure 17). A consumer can obtain them at a glance.
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7.3.2 Experiment I Design

Experiment I evaluated the performance of the USRAnalyzer when handling service
reviews. In this experiment design, we included the expert-constructed consumer input ch and the
expert-constructed gold relevant set GRSh. Combining with the experiment design, we conducted
the tuning experiments to configure the experiment parameter.

Experiment I Consumer Input ch: We worked together with seven marketing experts in
tourist industry. They helped us simulate the consumer inputs by using Hotel Customer
Experience Benchmarks (HCEB) of American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI). HCEB is
not only an authoritative source for traveler needs, but also “the only uniform, crossindustry/government measure of customer satisfaction (Customer Satisfaction Study 2006)”.
ACSI has established the HCEB via a series of surveys on hotel customer satisfaction. The
surveys were conducted in 1994 through 2014. By analyzing the survey data, the HCEB has
published the 10 hotel-consumer needs (HCNs) (Figure 18). The marketing experts used 6 HCNs
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to construct the consumer inputs for Experiment I. They did not use in-room entertainment
options, amenities, loyalty programs, and website primarily for two reasons. First, each of the
first three HCNs are very ambiguous, so the experts’ interpretations were open-ended. Second,
the experts regarded website HCN as less relevant since a traveler can directly evaluate the
hotel’s website without using online reviews.

From the remaining 6 HCNs, the marketing experts constructed totally 62 distinct
consumer inputs. A consumer input ch involved one or more HCNs (from 4 to 10 in Figure 10).
Figure 19 shows examples of eight consumer inputs. Input 1 through 6 each involves only one
HCN. Input 7 involves two HCNs. Input 8 involves three HCNs. Also, the experts grouped the
62 consumer inputs into five input types by the number (k) of HCNs in an input. They denoted
an input type as k-HCN (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). To illustrate, each of c1 through c6 in Figure 19
belongs to 1-HCN while c7 belongs to 2-HCN, and c8 belongs to 3-HCN.
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Experiment I Gold Relevant Set (GDS): For each ch (h = 1, 2,…,62) constructed by the
marketing experts, we needed a gold relevant set GRSh that amounts to the set of highly relevant
reviews judged by the real-world traveler. We evaluated the accuracy of the system desirable set
(SDSh) output by the USRAnalyzer against the GRSh. Since the GRSh did not exist, the
marketing experts helped us construct it manually. Although the construction process was
manual, it was systematic and iterative. Also, the expert-constructed GRSh resulted from a series
of cross-checking. Therefore, the construction process was rigorous and supported the validation
of the GRSh as described below.

Before the GRSh construction started, the experts randomly divided the 62 consumer
inputs into seven input groups. Each of them contained 8 or 9 inputs. Then, they randomly
distributed the input groups among them. Each expert executed a standard procedure to construct
8 or 9 proposals each for a GRSh. The overall process involved two stages, construction and
reconciliation.
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The construction stage involved three iterative cycles. In the first cycle, each expert
constructed the GRSh proposals originally assigned to her/him. When everybody finished the
assigned proposals, the seven input groups were randomly redistributed. This time, each expert
received a different input group. Then, the second iterative cycle started during which each
expert repeated the same procedure as the first cycle. When everybody finished the allocated
proposals, the seven input groups are randomly redistributed a third time. And, each expert
received a new input group different from the previous assigned groups, and repeated the same
procedure as the previous cycles. Through three iterative cycles, the construction stage output
three GRSh proposals for each consumer input ch.

In the reconciliation stage, the seven experts worked in two groups of 3 and 4. Each
expert group compared the three GRSh proposals for ch. If they generally agreed, any of them
became the output GRSh. If there was a disagreement between any two proposals, the experts
reconciled to address the inconsistency. The goal of the reconciliation was to ensure that the
derived GRSh was as close as possible to the desirable set selected by the real-world traveler.
The experts developed 62 GDSh after rigorous construction and reconciliation.

Experiment I Tuning Experiments: Parameter tuning is important for reliable
evaluation of web personalization artifacts (Lee et al., 2012; Sanjay et al., 2013; Shi et al., 2014;
Torkestani et al., 2012). For the USRAnalyzer, we tuned parameter δ, the cutoff point of the
similarity between expanded consumer inputs and each relevant review. Parameter δ can
significantly affect F-Measure (f) and Search Time (t). A high δ improves precision (p) but
reduces recall (r). In general, a high δ causes the USRAnalyzer to reduce the size of relevant set
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and reject more reviews with low relevance levels. The result can improve precision and
efficiency, but can decrease recall. The rate of decreasing in recall is often higher than the rate of
increasing in precision (Billerbeck, 2005; Yin et al., 2009). The trade-off between p and r can
bias the f value. Therefore, we conducted careful tuning experiments before the evaluation
experiment.

We started the tuning experiments by randomly sampling 250 reviews and by randomly
sampling 15 consumer inputs. Two consumer inputs were of 1-HCN and 5-HCN types
respectively, four were 2-HCN and 5-HCN, and six of 6-HCN. Then, we used the corresponding
GRSh to tune δ. For each δ value, we performed 15 runs. In each run, we used a ch. Also, we
averaged the performances of p, f, and t respectively over the 15 runs. The tuning experiments
indicated that δ increased p steadily when δ was between 0.50 and 0.86. In that range, f
decreased with relatively large margin, and t decreased marginally. When δ > 0.86, f deteriorated
noticeably. We set δ = 0.86 for two reasons. First, p should be prioritized over f since web
personalization systems stress precision (Lee et al., 2012; Yin et al., 2009). Second, high
accuracy is not a difficult issue with low relevance threshold but a very difficult issue with high
relevance level. In Table 4, we present the average results of the tuning experiments.

Table 4. Experiment I Tuning Experiements
δ

p

f

t (s)

0.50

0.871

0.858

0.062

0.55

0.872

0.851

0.061

0.62

0.875

0.842

0.061

0.68

0.879

0.833

0.058

0.77

0.882

0.825

0.057

0.86

0.886

0.651

0.055
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7.3.3 Experiment I Outcomes

For each 62 consumer inputs, we ran the USRAnalyzer three times. Each time, we
recorded the performance metrics p, f, and t. A total of 186 runs were performed. In each run, we
randomly selected a consumer input ch. After three runs using ch, we averaged the three values of
each performance metrics: p, f, and t. Thus, each metric had 62 averages. We grouped them by
input type, i.e. k-HCN (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). For each group, we computed the averages of p, f, and t
respectively. The p, f, and t represented the performance of the USRAnalyzer at the complexity
level of the input type, which is typically defined as the number of words in a consumer input. In
general, a consumer input with one to four words has a low complexity. A consumer input with
four to ten words has a medium complexity. And, a consumer input with ten to twenty words has
high complexity (Billerbeck, 2005; Hauff et al., 2008). For our experiments, this implies that
input type 1-HCN and 2-HCN are low complexity. 3-HCC is medium complexity, and 4-HCN
and 5-HCN types are high complexity. Thus, our experiments covered the full range of input
complexity for generalizable evaluation conclusions.

In Table 5, we present the performance outcomes from Experiment I. The performances
on p and f increased steadily across the five input types. The stabile increase implies the
reliability of the USRAnalyzer across complexity levels of input types. Especially, the increase
of p and f at high complexity of input type demonstrated the efficacy of the USRAnalyzer in
real-world applications since actual consumer inputs are typically ten to twenty words
(Billerbeck, 2005). As expected, the f values were lower than corresponding p values because we
prioritized the performance on p. In general, the experiment results supported the effectiveness
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of the USRAnalyzer in terms of high accuracy. It achieved high p and f across different input
complexity-levels. Popular web personalization systems such as PNB and PEBL achieve p levels
between 0.50 and 0.60 and f levels between 0.30 and 0.55 (Geiger & Schader, 2014; Lee et al.,
2012). Moreover, the search time t generally increased along the increase in the complexity of
the consumer inputs. That was expected since complex inputs require more computation. Web
personalization researchers deem web personalization system as efficient when search time is
less than 1 second on average (Teevan et al., 2013). Overall, the t values indicate that the
USRAnalyzer is very efficient.

Table 5. Experiment I Outcomes
2-W (1-HCN) 4-W (2-HCN) 6-W (3-HCN) 8-W (4-HCN) 10-W (5-HCN) 12-W (5-HCN)
p

0.819

0.827

0.828

0.836

0.839

0.841

f

0.752

0.754

0.755

0.757

0.761

0.762

t (s)

0.140

0.180

0.220

0.310

0.403

0.495

Note: 2-W for 2-word input, 4-W for 4-word input, 6-W for 6-word input, etc.

7.4 Experiment II
Experiment II was focused on USRAnalyzer’s performance in handling product reviews.
We used the online reviews of Epson XP-310 Wireless Color Photo Printer, which were
downloaded from amazon.com. In this section, we present the data collection used in Experiment
II (section 7.4.1), the design of Experiment II (section 7.4.2), and the outcomes of Experiment II
(section 7.4.3).
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7.4.1 Experiment II Data Collection

We selected the product, Epson XP-310 Wireless Color Photo Printer (Epson XP-310).
We downloaded its 1389 related reviews from amazon.com after rejecting the reviews with
spelling errors. The reviews covered a broad range of consumer needs. Less than 9% of the 1389
reviews were very similar. The diversified consumer needs enforced the generalizability of
Experiment II evaluation.

7.4.2 Experiment II Design

Experiment II Consumer Inputs: We obtained the help of ten customer service
managers of Printer products. The managers simulated the consumer inputs using the
professional printer reviews on pcworld.com and pcmag.com, which are authoritative online
magazines for electronic industry. The professional printer reviews covered the broadest
consumer concerns about printers. For consistency, each manager evaluated the same set of
professional printer reviews and simulated 20 consumer inputs. Then, three of the ten managers
worked together. They combined the 200 (10 x 20) consumer inputs and eliminated the
redundant ones. Then, they identified totally 50 unique consumer inputs. Only 25% of the 200
consumer inputs were unique, which reflected high agreement among the ten managers. Then,
the customer service managers validated the consumer inputs by using the survey data from the
online survey of 70 printer consumers.

Experiment II Gold Relevant Sets: For each consumer input ch out of the 50, we
needed a gold relevant set (GRSh, h = 1, 2…50) amounted to the real-world consumer would
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select. The ten managers helped us build the GRSh. The construction process was manual, but
systematic, iterative, and rigorous. Consequently, each resultant GRSh was reliable and valid.
The construction process went through 3 stages as described next.

Stage I, constructing GRSh proposals. The GRSh construction started with the random
division of the 1389 reviews into ten groups. Nine of these groups each contained 139 reviews
while one group contained 138 reviews. Then, the construction entered three iterations. In the
first iteration, the managers randomly divided the ten groups of the reviews among them. Then,
each manager constructed 50 GRS proposals using the assigned reviews. In the second iteration,
the 10 review groups are randomly redistributed. Each manager received a review group
different from the one in the first iteration and repeated the tasks as in the first iteration. The
third iteration is the same as the second. The difference was that each manager worked on a
review group different from the previous two assignments.

Stage 2, proposing local GRSh. After the three iterations, there were three GRSh
proposals for each ch and each 10 review groups. In order to build one GRSh from the three
proposals, the 10 mangers worked in pairs. They compared the three proposals in order to
reconcile the difference. After reconciliation, they obtained one local GRSh proposal for each ch
and each 10 review groups.

Stage 3, constructing output GRSh. For each ch, the managers combined the 10 local
GRSh proposals, and ended with 50 GRSh (n = 1, 2,…, 50) respectively corresponding to the 50
ch .
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Experiment II Parameter Tuning: As in Experiment-I, we carried out a series of tuning
experiments to tune parameter δ. We randomly sampled 260 reviews from the 1389 and 5
consumer inputs from the 50. We use the corresponding GRSh. For each δ value, we ran the
USRAnalyzer prototype five times. Each time, we used a different Ih. Also, we averaged the
performances of p, f, and t respectively over the 5 runs. The tuning experiments indicated that
increasing δ increased p steadily in the δ range from 0.50 to 0.93. In the same range, f decreased
with a large margin, and t decreased marginally. When δ > 0.93, f deteriorated noticeably. As in
Experiment I, we prioritized the performance of p and t. We chose the highest threshold δ = 0.93.
Table 6 shows the average results.

Table 6. Experiment II Tuning Experiements
δ

p

f

t (s)

0.50

0.912

0.985

0.043

0.61

0.916

0.886

0.041

0.72

0.918

0.862

0.040

0.80

0.922

0.846

0.035

0.87

0.923

0.820

0.035

0.93

0.924

0.693

0.026

7.4.3 Experiment II Outcomes

For each ch, we ran the USRAnalyzer prototype five times. Each time, we recorded the
performances of p, f, and t. Total 250 runs were performed. We averaged the five performances
for each ch and each metric. Then, we averaged the 50 average performances for each
performance metric, and then, aggregated p, f, and t performances respectively over ch.
Additionally, the 50 consumer inputs were distributed over three complexity levels: low (one- to
four-word input), medium (four- to ten-word), and high (ten- to twenty-word input). The
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complexity distribution of the 50 consumer inputs is 16 at low level, 20 at medium level, and 14
at high level. Thus, like Experiment I, Experiment II covered the full range of input complexity
to draw generalizable evaluation conclusions.

In Table 7, we display the resultant performances from Experiment II. When the
complexity of the consumer inputs increased, p and f generally increased. But, for 16- and 18words inputs, p started to drop. The drop might be due to the increased complexity of the
consumer inputs, which caused ambiguity among the noun-phrases. Such ambiguity increased
the difficulty for the USRAnalyzer prototype to evaluate the relevance of the online reviews.
Probably for the similar reason, f dropped when the consumer input contained 12, 16, and 18
words. Also, f dropped earlier than p. The reason might be because the decrease in recall
augmented the decrease in f.

Nevertheless, Experiment II outcomes clearly show that the USRAnalyzer prototype
achieved high p and f across different input complexity-levels. The slight drops occurred for
complex consumer inputs did not affect the effectiveness and efficiency of the USRAnalyzer.
Thus, Experiment II also supported the high accuracy of the USRAnalyzer. Finally, the search
time t increased when input complexity increased. In Table 7, when consumer input contained 12
or more than 12 words, t jumped sharply. Such jump can be investigated carefully in future
research that may advance our understanding of the USRAnalyzer (refer to chapter 8 of this
paper). Thus, Experiment II provided review helpfulness research an interesting problem.
However, according to the common understanding of efficient web personalization artifacts, the t
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in relation to complexity of consumer inputs in Experiment II supported the efficiency of the
USRAnalyzer.

Table 7. Experiment II Outcomes
1-W

2-W

4-W

6-W

8-W

12-W

16-W

18-W

p

0.870

0.879

0.887

0.895

0.930

0.937

0.899

0.897

f

0.861

0.864

0.868

0.872

0.875

0.874

0.871

0.869

t (s)

0.09

0.10

0.13

0.14

0.17

0.32

0.43

0.48

Note: 1-W for 1-word input, 2-W for 2-word input, 4-W for 4-word input, etc.

7.5 Implications of Experiments

In this section, we summarize five implications from the two experiments presented in
section 7.3 and section 7.4. First, the two experiments consistently show that the proposed
USRAnalyzer can adequately address the research problem raised in section 1.3 of this
dissertation: What is an effective and efficient interactive web personalization (IWP) artifact that
can provide personalized utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA) meeting the changing needs
of individual consumers? Particularly, the data analysis presented in Table 5 and Table 7
indicates that the proposed USRAnalyzer is an effective and efficient artifact for personalized
utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA). The prototype demonstrated superior performance
comparing to prior web personalization artifact in terms of efficiency and effectiveness (see
section 7.3.3 and section 7.4.3).

Second, the two experiments exemplify one better approach to acquire reliable consumer
inputs and gold relevant sets for experimental evaluations of utility-sensitive review analysis
(USRA) and web personalization (WP) artifacts. As a relatively new research field, USRA and
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WP research commonly relies on manually-constructed consumer inputs and gold relevant sets
for experimental evaluations. The manual constructions enable the researchers to carry out
reliable and generalizable evaluations (Geiger & Schader, 2014; Shani & Gunawardana, 2011).
For instance, Liu et al. (2007) manually built a gold set of helpful reviews to investigate the
problems of helpful votes on the review websites. Sugiyama et al. (2004) utilized 20 experienced
web users to construct the gold relevant sets in order to compare three web personalization
systems. However, prior research mostly used researcher-constructed user inputs and gold
relevant sets rather than expert-constructed ones. To the best of our knowledge, our experiments
are the first review helpfulness research that utilizes expert-construction approach. This approach
adds more practicality and validity to the gold relevant sets. Industry experts have intimate
knowledge and experience on industry trends and customer use of personalization systems.
Researchers often lack such knowledge and experience. In the Experiment I, the marketing
experts helped us appropriately utilize industry authoritative survey data. In the Experiment II,
the customer service managers validated the consumer inputs by using survey data. Thus, expertconstruction approach substantially improved the validation of USRAnalyzer’s practical utility,
as well as the reliability and generalizability of the two experimental evaluations.

Third, efficient evaluation of WP artifacts is fundamental to their practical usability (Yin
et al., 2009). A few WP researches conducted efficiency evaluation (e.g. He & Ounis, 2007).
But, prior USRA research has commonly missed efficiency evaluation. We stressed both
effectiveness and efficiency in our two experiments and demonstrated the effectiveness and the
efficiency of the USRAnalyzer. Specifically, the Experiment II indicated that artifact efficiency
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should be a focus of USRA and WP research. There was a marked jump in search time when
consumer inputs became complex (refer to section 7.4.3). This suggests that future research
should place efficiency as an important issue. Our research presents new opportunities for USRA
and WP researchers to address efficiency bottlenecks so that research contributions become more
relevant to businesses, web technology professionals, and consumer communities.

Fourth, the Experiment I and II demonstrated that the USRAnalyzer improved retrieve
accuracy 15% to 20% compared to prior WP research. So, we consider the USRAnalyzer
effectiveness (i.e. 0.50 < p < 0.60 and 0.30 < f < 0.55) favorable to WP effectiveness (Geiger &
Schader, 2014; Lee et al., 2012). Additionally, we regard the USRAnalyzer is reliable. In the two
experiments, we used the highest relevance thresholds (δ = 0.86 and 0.93). High effectiveness is
a more difficult goal under a high relevance threshold compared to low relevance threshold.
Consequently, the two experiments indicated that our proposed algorithms of DPSO-KM and
RURanking together contributed to USRAnalyzer’s effectiveness. This provides the well-known
tenet, ‘effective WP artifacts require the combined effectiveness of all the algorithms’.

Fifth, the outcomes of the two experiments indicated that the USRAnalyzer could more
effectively handle product reviews than service reviews. The p and f outcomes of the Experiment
II were respectively higher than those of the Experiment I. Also, the relevance threshold of the
Experiment II was higher than that of the Experiment I. The performance difference could be
from many reasons. For example, the reviews of RII hotel might be less distinguishable than
those of Epson XP-310 printer. Or, the overall writing quality of Epson XP-310 reviews was
higher than that of RII reviews. For our current research, the possible reasons for the
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performance difference are out of the scope. However, those reasons are certainly interesting
issues for future research to explore. An USRAnalyzer that is equally effective for product and
service reviews can be easier to implement and maintain.
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CHAPTER 8 FUTURE RESEARCHES

The two experimental evaluations presented in Chapter 7 suggest that our proposed
solution has achieved the research objectives. Following from this initial success, our future
research will address five challenging problems discussed in this chapter.

The first problem is implementing the Language Translator component presented in the
architecture of the USRAnalyzer (section 4.3). The multi-lingual capability is important to the
broad application of the USRAnalyzer, which should be extended to being able to work with any
review website on the Internet regardless the natural language used by the reviews on the
website. In today’s globalized interconnectivity via the Internet, many products and services
have worldwide consumers. At a single review website, the products and services may receive
online reviews in multiple natural languages. For example, at tripadviser.com, Rosen
International Inn has accumulated online reviews in English, German, French, Korean, Chinese,
etc. The quantity of the reviews in each language is large, i.e. hundreds at minimum. That also
suggests that worldwide consumers may use online reviews at a single review website.
Therefore, a multi-lingual USRAnalyzer can greatly benefit all consumers worldwide to get
valuable helpful reviews. Thus, multi-lingual reviews can be viewed to better support
consumers’ purchase decisions. For such reason, we attempt to address in the immediate future,
this consumer need by empowering the USRAnalyzer with the most advanced language
translation technology.
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The second problem is evaluating practical effectiveness of the proposed USRAnalyzer
in its real-world usages. Although the two experiments presented in chapter 7 strongly supported
the practical utility of the USRAnalyzer, its practical utility needs more scrutiny in daily usages
on review websites. The real-world applications may expose important improvement needed to
be addressed in the future. We plan to work with business industry to utilize the USRAnalyzer
on several review websites. We will collect and analyze the usage data for further evaluations of
effectiveness and efficiency. And, we will study broadened user base of the USRAnalyzer to
validate its capability in the real-world environment. Such study will provide valuable
knowledge not only for us to improve the current solution but also for other researchers to create
better artifacts with similar functionality as that of the USRAnalyzer.

The third problem is to evaluate the scalability of the USRAnalyzer and the review
websites using the USRAnalyzer. The real-world applications discussed in the second future
research problem will enable us to evaluate the scalability of the USRAnalyzer-enabled review
websites. Since the bodies of online reviews and their users are expected to growth
exponentially, scalability is critical to broad application of the USRAnalyzer-enabled review
websites because they need to handle, without bottleneck, thousands or millions user activities at
the same time. Similar to addressing the second problem, we will work with business industry to
implement multi-lingual USRAnalyzer on review websites. We will collect and analyze the data
to evaluate the scalability of the USRAnalyzer and the review websites. According to the
evaluation, we will improve the USRAnalyzer if scalability issue is discovered.
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The fourth problem is enabling the USRAnalyzer to work with multiple review websites
and providing personalized utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA) by identifying helpful
reviews of a product or a service from multiple review web websites. Such capability is very
important to consumers and businesses. They are facing the problem of exploding growth of
review websites and rely on automatic solutions to find useful online reviews aggregated from
multiple review websites. The helpful reviews pooled from different websites provide additional
value and rich opinions that the helpful reviews from a single website may not offer (Herlocker
et al., 2004). In order to work with multiple review websites, the USRAnalyzer needs to
incorporate crowd computing that is the computational capability enabling powerful search
engine (e.g., Google and Yahoo) to perform multi-website search with effectiveness and
efficiency. The need for a multi-website USRAnalyzer will bring a series of new challenges to
research community, including how to identify relevant review websites, how to assess the
relevancy of the online reviews across multi-review pools, and how to evaluate a futureUSRAnalyzer empowered by cloud computing. It is certain that promising research solution can
be created along with the growth of clouding computing technology.

The fifth problem is comparing the performance of the USRAnalyzer to other
personalized utility-sensitive review analysis (PUSRA) approaches. Currently, such comparison
is very difficult, if possible, because the existing PUSRA approach (e.g. Moghaddam et al.,
2012) has not provided a design science (DS) artifact. The USRAnalyzer is, what we believe, the
first DS artifact prototyped for PUSRA. However, along with the increasing research effort on
PUSRA, we expect to see future contributions of DS artifacts for PUSRA. We can thus compare
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the performance of the USRAanalyzer and that of the future PUSRA artifacts. The comparison
can offer substantial learnings for advancing review helpfulness research (RHR) and web
personalization research (WPR) (Ghorab et al., 2013). Also, the comparison can help improve
web-based consumer support research where an interesting problem is: whether PUSRA artifacts
can add more product sales comparing to other USRA approaches. The study of such problem
can reveal in-depth understanding of the utility of PUSRA artifacts.

According to the discussion given above, the readers may see that our proposed
USRAnalyzer initializes an exciting and broad research future for review helpfulness research,
web personalization research, and web-based consumer support research. The future research
directions presented in this chapter are far less than exhaustive. Our discussion of future research
in this chapter covers only a small portion of the promising future research. And, the future
review helpfulness research will most likely go beyond the limits.
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS

Online reviews have become one of the important resources for consumers’ purchase
decisions. Many consumers regard online reviews highly in their purchase decision making. For
online reviews have great influence on consumers’ purchase choices, businesses utilize online
reviews to understand their customers. In utilizing online reviews, an important concern to
consumers and businesses is the helpfulness, usefulness, or utility of an online review to improve
consumer purchase decision. Such concern is referred to as review utility, which reflects the fact
of the equivocal utility of online reviews in terms of helping consumers make better purchase
decisions.

The equivocal utility stresses the fact that only helpful reviews can help improve
purchase decisions. However, identifying them can be a very difficult problem to consumers
when automatic approach is not available. This problem facing consumers calls for automatic
approaches for utility-sensitive review analysis (USRA), which is the automatic process to assess
the helpfulness of a review for improving consumer purchase decisions.

In this dissertation, we have demonstrated that the helpfulness of a review needs to be
personalized. An online review must satisfy a specific need of a specific consumer in order to be
useful to that consumer. Therefore, USRA approaches require a web-based and personalized
solution, which in turn needs an interactive web personalization (IWP) artifact. Unfortunately,
literature does not offer it, and personalized USRA (PUSRA) is not available in practice. The
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existing USRA solutions are limited to the predictive models, which are largely inadequate for
PUSRA. To fill the literature gap, our current research addresses this difficult problem by
proposing and evaluating the USRAnalyzer, which is an interactive web personalization artifact.

The two experiments presented in chapter 7 demonstrate that the USRAnalyzer can
satisfy personalized consumer need via interacting with consumers. According to the best
knowledge we have, the USRAnalyzer is the first design science (DS) artifact grounded on IS
design science principle to achieve our research objectives (1) contributing substantial new
knowledge to DS research in general, to review helpfulness research (RHR) and web
personalization research (WPR) in particular; (2) maximizing the value of online reviews to
consumers and businesses. Our evaluations of the USRAnalyzer prototype supported the
achievement of our research objective. Thus, the USRAnalyzer can be said to adequately address
the two essential problems of review helpfulness research: (1) minimizing information
overloading to consumers who turn to online reviews for useful opinions; (2) minimizing review
utility misrepresentation of the online reviews. In chapter 1 and chapter 2, we demonstrated that
suitable solution for those two problems is critical for the benefit of consumers who utilize
online reviews to improve their purchase decisions. At the time, suitable solution for those two
problems is also crucial to businesses who utilize online review to understand their customers.

In the previous chapters, we presented the USRAnalyzer in detail. We described its
overview model and architecture in chapter 4 and two algorithms (DPSO-KM and
RURAlgorithm) in chapter 5. We discussed the implementation of the USRAnalyzer prototype
in chapter 6. In chapter 7, we evaluated the proposed solution experimentally and
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comprehensively in its effectiveness and efficiency. The readers may recall that the Experiment I
and II presented in chapter 7 were executed rigorously with the help of the industry experts. The
two experiments consistently corroborated that the USRAnalyzer can achieve high effectiveness
comparing to prior web personalization (WP) solution. And, the USRAnalyzer is highly efficient
in terms of established WP efficiency.

Therefore, our current research has achieved its five objectives. The USRAnalyzer
contributes to review helpfulness research (RHR) the first WP solution, which initializes a new
research direction for RHR. Second, the USRAnalyzer presents a theoretical contribution to the
knowledge body of RHR and WP research, as well as design science (DS) and information
systems (IS) research. In chapter 3, we presented that a practical useful DS artifact contributes to
DS and IS knowledge body (Hevner et al., 2004). Our evaluations strongly support the practical
utility of the USRAnalyzer. Moreover, our proposed DPSO-KM and RURAlgorithm contribute
the operationalized methods that IS researchers and professionals can adopt to significantly
improve their works. Researchers can continue improving the two algorithms for more advance
WP solutions. Website designers can utilize the two algorithms to fundamentally improve the
designs of review websites. Such improvement can help bring about substantial growth of review
websites and business revenues.

In summary, this research has made none-trivial contributions to solve the unsolved
research problem, i.e. an effective and efficient personalized utility-sensitive review analysis
(PUSRA) artifact. Our contributions will bring about prolific USRA and WP research and
practice. In the future, we will address the five research problems discussed in Chapter 8. We
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will first implement the Language Translator component of the USRAnalyzer and evaluate its
utility with its full functionality. Second, we will implement the fully functional USRAnalyzer
on real-world review websites and evaluate its effectiveness and efficiency in its real-world
usages. Moreover, we will continue studying to address the other three future research problems.
And, our research experience in the design of the USRAnalyzer will contribute very important
knowledge to the success of our future research. We will continue making substantial
contributions to USRA and WP research and practice as well as IS research and professional
practice.
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APPENDIX I

K-Means Clustering Overview

In chapter 5, section 5.1.2, we presented our proposed Directed Particle Swarm
Optimization and K-Means (DPSO-KM) algorithm, which utilizes K-Means technique to
produce the relevance set from a review pool. K-Means clustering is the most popular technique
used in information retrieval and extraction as well as web personalization (Cagnina et al., 2014).
In this appendix, we provide a brief overview of the classic K-Means technique.

The term K-Means is regarded to be first coined by MacQueen (1967). However, a
preliminary K-Means algorithm was described in Steinhaus (1957). And, Lloyd (1957) is
considered as the first contribution to K-Means method (Amorim & Mirkin, 2012). In machine
learning and information retrieval field, the work of Lloyd (1957) is associated with the work of
Forgy (1965) by the so-called Lloyd-Forgy algorithm. It reflects the fact that Forgy (1965)
proposed a K-Means algorithm similar to the algorithm proposed by Lloyd (1957). Although
other K-Means algorithms have been proposed, they are still in the same vein with MacQueen’s
algorithm or Lloyd-Forgy’s algorithm (Dasgupta & Freund 2009). The difference between those
two algorithms is mainly that former provides a cost function while the latter does not use it.
So far, the K-Means algorithm proposed by MacQueen (1967) has been the most applied
technique in information retrieval and web personalized (Cagnina et al., 2014; Jain, 2010). Since
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the core function of MacQueen’s algorithm is basically the same as that of Lloyd-Forgy’s
algorithm. Hereinafter, we focus on MacQueen’s algorithm.
The procedure of MacQueen’s algorithm is straightforward, which first selects K
webpages as the initial centroids. They will be used to construct the first set of clusters. Then, the
algorithm moves on to calculate the distances between the initial centroids and each webpage in
an iterative manner. A webpage is assigned to the nearest centroid (Figure 20 (a)).

Then, the initial centroids are updated by using the cost function (CF):
Δcmin (t) = θ(t)[w(t) - cmin (t-1)]

(CF)

In CF, cmin(t) is the nearest centroid; w(t) is the document/webpage; t is the time; θ(t) is
the adaption rate. The initial centroids are updated by the adaption rate, the webpage w(t), and
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the nearest centroid cmin(t-1). The centroids are typically updated many times. After a number of
updating, the final clustering result is produced (Figure 20 (b)), which meets the minimum cost.
MacQueen (1967) provided the function for adaption rate: θ(t) = 1/nt where nt is the size
of the cluster that is the nearest one to the centroid. In the literature, there are various complex
adaption rate functions proposed after MacQueen (1967), yet MacQueen’s function has
demonstrated high effectiveness (Jain, 2010).
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APPENDIX II

Support Vector Machine Overview

In chapter 2, we discussed that web personalization and review helpfulness research most
often uses Support Vector Machine (SVM) to identify useful webpages or online reviews for
consumers. In this appendix, we discuss the common classification SVM algorithm applied in
web personalization and review helpfulness research.

A large body of SVM algorithms has been proposed by the researchers in many research
fields. The proposed algorithms have their core function in common, which was introduced in
the seminal work Vladimir & Vapnik (1998). In their work, Vladimir and Vapnik proposed the
SVM function for statistical learning (Vladimir & Vapnik 1998). Their proposal refined the early
SVM works, e.g., Vapnik (1995), but remained the basic promise offered by the early works.
Since late 1990’s, the SVM has been successfully applied in various classification
problems such as document classification, pattern recognition, as well as information retrieval
and extraction from the Web. The SVM has also become the most-applied technique in utilitysensitive review analysis (refer to section 2.3) since the SVM is capable to handle a huge
dimensional vector spaces and achieve better accuracy comparing to other statistical learning
methods (Marron, 2015).

In general, a SVM algorithm includes a generalized linear model or a kernel function
(Marron, 2015) in a high dimensional vector space, which is trained by an optimization
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algorithm. The optimization accounts the learning bias involved in the process. The algorithm is
attempted to choose a hyper plane space that can maximum the margin. The functions of the
SVM are as following.
If Yj = +1, wxj + b ≥ 1

[1]

If Yj = -1, wxj + b ≤ 1

[2]

For all j, yj (wj + b) ≥ 1

[3]

In [1], [2], and [3], xj is jth vector, and w is the weight. The three equations are enforced
automatically by a SVM software packages. The SVM algorithm searches the optimal hype
plane from the hyper plane space. The optimal hype plane should maximize the margin.

The SVM procedure results in a classification with the maximum space between the
boundaries of the hyper plan. The resultant classification can achieve very high accuracy when
the size of data is large. A desirable classification is identified when the resultant hyper plane is
at the farthest distance from the data regardless their individual positions. In such case, the hyper
plane bisects the lines between the closest data points on the convex boundaries (Figure 21).
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Moreover, the distance of the closest data point on the hyper plane to origin is calculated
by maximizing x. In fact, the SVM calculates the distances of the closest data points on both
sides to origin. Then, the algorithm calculates the aggregated distance from the hype plane to the
nearest points by solving the distances. The maximum margin is calculated by 2 / ||w||.
In addition, the SVM algorithm calculates w and b by using the Langlier’s multiplier αj.
The function is as following:
w = Σ αj xj
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b = yn – wxn for any xn when αn ≠ 0
The SVM classifies the webpages with f(x) = Σαj yj xj * x + b, which can produce optimal
classification result.
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APPENDIX III

Decision Tree Overview

In chapter 2, we mentioned that some web personalization and review helpfulness
research utilizes Decision Tree (DT) model to predict the utility of a webpage or an online
review. Prior research has proposed a large number of DT algorithms using different partition
techniques. This appendix provides an overview of the major DT techniques.

The early most influential works in DT techniques included Quinlan (1979 & 1986).
These works proposed the ID3 approach, which produces a decision tree with nodes and
branches. A node without any subsequent branch is called a leaf node or leaf. The ID3 utilized a
greedy top-down technique where the feature A was selected as the root node. Then, the training
data were separated into different subsets by the feature A. For each subset, the same process
was applied to further split the subset into smaller sets. The number of the leaf nodes was
determined. The ID3 used QF1 to calculate the expected entropy E for A.

In QF1, A is the feature A; C is the class. Furthermore, the ID3 calculated the IA = E (D)
– E (A) to evaluate information gain. The E (D) was the entropy before splitting. Also, the ID3
approach used predictive accuracy to evaluate the quality of the produced decision tree. The
algorithm attempted to maximize the overall accuracy.
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To correct the bias introduced by the ID3 procedure, Quinlan (1993) proposed C4.5
machine learning algorithm, the GINI, which could calculate the gain ratio as following.

Quinlan (1986) introduced two post-pruning methods to reduce misclassification. The
first pruning used a test set and classified the original tree T. Suppose S is a sub-tree of T. The
pruning algorithm replaced S with the best possible leaf. If the new misclassification was equal
to or less than that produced by T and S, then S was replaced by the leaf. The second pruning
used pessimistic technique. Suppose the sub-tree S has L(S) leaves, K cases in a leave, and J
misclassified cases. If we replace S by the best leaf, E cases are misclassified. The pessimistic
pruning replaced S by the best leaf when E + ½ within one standard error of ΣJ + L(S)/2.
A popular cost-base DT algorithm was proposed by Turney (1995), which was called
ICET (Inexpensive Classification with Expensive Tests). It used genetic methods for cost. ICET
system first produced initial decision trees. Then, the algorithm evaluated the trees by using the
Fitness Function that combined initial tree to produce a new set of trees repeatedly until the
threshold was met. The system utilized the following cost function:

Each example had the parameters of CA, ω, and CF (CA and ω are bias). The CF was the
degree of pruning. ICET first divided the training data into two equal groups: 1) a training set
and a testing set. An initial tree was derived from the sub-training set where the examples. Then,
the cost function was used to calculate the average cost of the classifications. Next, ICET
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generated the next tree by using the roulette wheel selection scheme. It selected trees using the
probability corresponding to their fitness. A threshold number was used to determine when to
stop the evaluation. Then, the best fitted tree was selected by using the fitness function. Turney
(1995) used a set of non-greedy algorithms to demonstrate the benefits of the ICET.
Another seminal work was Freund & Schapire (1997). They proposed the well-accepted
boosting algorithm called AdaBoost. In Figure 22, we use the Figure 1 in Freund & Schapire
(1997) to present the AdaBoost algorithm where (x1, y1),…, (xm, ym) were input; xi was an item
of domain X; yi was an item of domain Y = {-1, +1}. AdaBoost utilized a learner in t runs (t =
1,…, T). The weights were used in the training to derive the classifier ht: X  R, which was
evaluated by the error. H(x) in Figure 22 is the final tree presented by the algorithm.
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Recent improvement of DT algorithms includes the popular work, Barros et al. (2011).
They proposed the E-Motion decision tree algorithm that derives multiple initial trees on the
basis of the shapes and sizes of the nodes. Then, the algorithm pruned each initial tree by
combining single nodes. The combination used the expected standard deviation reductions
(SDR) calculated as following:

In the function, sd(D) was the standard deviation, D was the set of the examples, |D| was
the size of the node, Di was the set of the examples, and |Di| was the size of a partition.

The initial trees were optimized at the later stages. The E-Motion optimized the trees
using weighted function of root mean squared error, mean absolute error, and tree size.
Alternatively, a lexicographic analysis was used for the optimization. Moreover, the E-Motion
used two different strategies to optimize the initial tree. The first strategy was the shrinking
optimization where a subtree was replaced by a leaf node. The second strategy was the
expanding optimization where a leaf node was replaced by a two-level subtree. The algorithm
used a set of thresholds to determine which strategy was used at a leaf node. Finally, a filter was
applied to guarantee consistency of the models at each leaf node.

More recently, Bina et al. (2013) proposed a Decision Tree Forest (DTF) method, which
used DT algorithm to drive a decision forest. Then, each branch of a decision tree was
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transformed into a Markov Logic Networks (MLNs). Logistic regression was used to produce the
weight for a MLN. Then, the data independence was calculated by the following function:

In the function above, c was the MLN, a was an input, and Ji was a join. A multirelational classification model as followed was proposed to classify the data.

Furthermore, the researchers proposed an algorithm to iteratively use the multi-relational
classification model. The empirical evaluation supported that the proposed method could provide
more accurate prediction than the previous method.
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